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I 

With the publication of the Greek part of the Babatha Archive in i9891 and some of the 
documents from the Greek-Syriac archives of Mesopotamia and the Middle Euphrates in 
I989-199i,2 the contribution of perishable material from places other than Egypt to the study 
of the Roman Near East and the Roman Empire in general has become obvious. But this is just 
the tip of an iceberg that has been surfacing for a while. The parchments and papyri from Dura 
Europus, discovered in the I92os, were published in final form in 1959:3 they range from the 
first century C.E. to the middle of the third century c.E.4 with texts mainly in Latin and Greek, 
a few in Aramaic and Iranian and one in Syriac. The literary and non-literary papyri 
discovered in Nessana in the western Negev in Palestine in 1935 were published in the I950s: 
they date to the sixth and seventh centuries c.E. and with the exception of Latin literary texts 
are all in Greek.5 From the 1950S onwards documents from the Judaean Desert in Aramaic, 
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Arabic have appeared in various publications6- among these one 
should single out the texts from Qumran. In 1989 the Aramaic, Greek and Latin documents 
from Masada appeared in The Yigael Yadin Excavations i963-i965. Final Reports.7 A glance 
at the tables on pp. I7-72 of the newly published The Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche: A 
Comprehensive Facsimile Edition of Textsfrom theJudaean Desert. Companion Volume gives 
an idea of the quantity of texts, both published and unpublished, discovered in the caves of the 
Judaean Desert.8 The multilingual aspect of the finds makes them all the more significant. 
Surely Egypt has ceased to be the only locus of papyri and other perishable documents from 
the Roman Empire. A corollary of this is that the material from Egypt can now be collated with 
similar material discovered elsewhere, and often shown not to be unique to that province. This 
serves as another blow to the concept of die SonderstellungAgyptens which stood in the way of 
using the information obtained from the Egyptian material in order to understand various 
aspects of Roman government and society elsewhere in the Roman Empire.9 

The greatest surprise caused by the final publication of the Greek part of the Babatha 
Archive has been the striking similarity between the documents from the province of Arabia 
and those from Egypt, notwithstanding the fact that the people who wrote these documents or 
are attested in them were mostly Jews. Their 'Jewishness' is expressed in nothing except their 
names.10 As I have tried to show elsewhere, Babatha and her litigants show no awareness of an 

* This paper owes much to Dr John Rea's patience, 
kindness, and generosity. I would like to thank the 
Advisory Committee for the Dead Sea Scrolls of the Israel 
Antiquities Authority for entrusting me with the publi- 
cation of the Greek part of the so-called P.Se'elim and the 
Editorial Committee of the Journal for constructive criti- 
cism. I alone am responsible for the many imperfections 
which remain. 

1 N. Lewis, The Documents from the Bar Kokhba 
Period in the Cave of Letters. Greek Papyri (1989) = 
P. Yadin. 

2 D. Feissel and J. Gascou, 'Documents d'archives 
romains in6dits du moyen Euphrate (IIIe siecle apres 
J.-C.)', CRAI (1989), 535-6i; J.Teixidor, 'Deux docu- 
ments syriaques du IIIe siecle apres J.-C. provenant du 
moyen Euphrate', CRAI (i991), I44-64; Semitica 41-42 
(1991-2), 195-208; cf. B.Aggoula, Syria 69 (1992), 
391-9. 3 C. Bradford Welles, Robert O. Fink, and J. Frank 
Gilliam, The Excavations at Dura. Final report v. Part I. 

4 With one exception: No. 15 is from the second cen- 
tury B.C.E. 

5 L. Casson and E. L. Hettich, Excavations at Ness- 

ana ii: Literary Papyri (1950), Nos -I3; C. J. Kraemer 
Jr., Excavations at Nessana II: Non-Literary Papyri 
(1958), Nos I4-I95. 

6 See especially P. Benoit, J. T. Milik, J. T. and R. de 
Vaux, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert (DJD) ii: Les 
Grottes de Murabba 'at ( 96 1): the majority date from the 
first and second centuries C.E. The Bar Kokhba docu- 
ments published so far are now all listed in F. Millar, The 
Roman Near East (1993), Appendix II: 'Documents from 
the Bar Kochba War'. 

7 Y. Yadin, and J. Naveh, Masada I: The Aramaic and 
Hebrew Ostraca and Jar Inscriptions; H. M. Cotton and 
J. Geiger, Masada ii: The Latin and Greek Documents. 

8 Edited by Emanuel Tov with the collaboration of 
Stephen J. Pfann, appeared in 1993; see there S. J. Pfann, 
'History of the Judaean Desert discoveries', pp. 97-I08, 
and 'Sites in the Judaean Desert where texts have been 
found', pp. 109-20. 9 See H. Cotton, 'The Guardianship of Jesus son of 
Babatha: Roman and local law in the province of Arabia', 
JRS 83 (I993), n. I for recent bibliography. 

10 True, Babatha's orphaned son is called 'Iovbatoc in 
P.Yadin 12, 1. 7. 
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existing normative rabbinic law, but are strongly influenced by Roman law, while their 
diplomatics resemble those of Egyptian papyri."1 The degree of assimilation of non- 
Hellenized Jews - most of them do not know Greek - into their environment seems to 
upset some deeply entrenched views about the contrast between Jews and non-Jews in the 
Greco-Roman world. 

The document published here was written in the province of Judaea and not in Arabia, 
but we should not overlook the essential unity of the Jewish society reflected in all the papyri 
from the Judaean Desert, whether they originate in Arabia or in Judaea; nor should we lose 
sight of the fact that we are talking about areas which are very close to each other,12 and 
where borders had very little inhibiting effect on movement. The Jews who hid their 
documents in these caves not only shared a similar fate, but throughout their lives they 
exhibited similar assimilation to certain aspects of the society in which they lived. The 
official names, Arabia, Judaea, and Syria-Palaestina, represent artificial divisions which did 
not seem to matter very much in reality. The Babatha Archive amply demonstrates that the 
Jews living in Zo'ar and the Jews living in the province of Judaea belonged to one and the 
same Jewish society whose internal ties overrode provincial boundaries: they disregarded the 
provincial boundaries in their residence, marriages, property holdings, and even in their 
litigation.13 

This essential unity permits us to treat together the information obtained from the 
documents from the Judaean Desert, regardless of the place where they were originally 
written, and to try to use them in order to understand Jewish society better. Here, in the first 
publication of another marriage contract from the Judaean Desert, I shall attempt to do so on 
the basis of documentary marriage contracts of which we now possess eight samples. The 
names in the document published here, well-known Jewish names, leave no room for doubt 
that this is a marriage contract between Jews, like DJD ii, Nos 115 (124 C.E.) and i i6 (first 
half of second century C.E.), two marriage contracts discovered at Murabba'at, written in 
Greek. Together with the two marriage contracts from the Babatha Archive (P. Yadin i8 
and 37), it brings the number of marriage contracts between Jews written in Greek to five - 
all of them from the first half of the second century C.E. We also have three marriage 
contracts written in Aramaic: DJD ii, Nos 20 (i I7 C.E.?)14 and 2I (no date),15 and Babatha's 
marriage contract with her second husband, Judah son of Eleazar Khthousion (between I22 

and 125 C.E.).16 
The time is ripe, I believe, for an attempt to use this relatively wide sample as the base 

for an examination of the form, content, and legal framework of the Jewish marriage contract 
during the period in which the rules which were later on formulated in the tractate Ketubbot 
('marriage contracts') of the Mishnah17 must have developed.18 Such an exploration should 
enable us to see whether or not, or to what extent, the legal rules and social customs reflected 
in these documents harmonize with those which underlie the Mishnaic text. The results of 
the investigation may have important consequences for the study of the authority exercised 
by the Rabbis at the time and for the development of normative Judaism. 

It must be said at the outset that there exists even to the cursory observer a striking 
resemblance between 'Jewish'19 marriage contracts in Greek from Arabia and Judaea and 
those which were written in Egypt at the time: a greater assimilation of the Jews into their 
environment than has hitherto been assumed is thereby suggested. 

11 Cotton, op. cit. (n. 9). Revolt', DJD ii, p. 114; Beyer, op. cit. (n. i4), 31o: 
12 The distance between Aristoboulias of our papyrus 'spitestens i35 n. Chr., wahrscheinlich auch nicht viel 

(see below) and Zo'ar is 57 km, as the crow flies; between friiher'. 
Aristoboulias and 'En-Gedi 23 km; between Zo'ar and 16 P. Yadin Io to be published shortly by Jonas Green- 
'En-Gedi 50 km; between Zo'ar and Livias in the Peraea field and Ada Yardeni in IEJ. I am grateful to Professor 
(Transjordan, P.Yadin 37) 87.5 km; between Aristo- Greenfield and Dr Yardeni for allowing me to quote from 
boulias and Livias 6i km - a day's walk or two days at this as well as from the other unpublished Aramaic 
most between the furthest destinations (see Fig. i). documents. 

13 See Appendix I. 17 On the Mishnah, see below Appendix ii. 
14 If the 'year eleven' at the opening refers to the era of 18 See M. A. Friedman, Jewish Marriage in Palestine: A 

the province of Arabia; K. Beyer, Die aramaischen Texte Cairo Geniza Study I (I980), 7-9. 
vom Toten Meer (I984), 309 takes it as 'year eleven to 19 I use 'Jewish' here simply to indicate that the per- 
Nero', i.e. 64 C.E.; cf. DJD ii, No. i8: 'year three to sonalities are Jewish, not to describe the character of the 
Nero'. document. 

15 The editor very tentatively suggests 'before the First 
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XHevISe Gr. 2, Inv. No. 870: A CANCELLED MARRIAGE CONTRACT FROM THE JUDAEAN DESERT 

JUDAEA 130 C.E. 

References: E. Tov with the collaboration of S. J. Pfann, The Dead Sea Scrolls on Microfiche. 
Companion Volume (i993), 66; DD IJ No. II5, p. 250 (Commentaire); p. 253, n. 5 (cf. M. A. 
Friedman, Jewish Marriage in Palestine: A Cairo Geniza Study I (1980), 8, n. I 7);JRS 83 
(I993), I06, n. 5. 

The document published for the first time here is among the few Greek papyri which 
together with Aramaic and Nabataean papyri were brought to the Rockefeller Museum in 
Jerusalem (their present location) in August 1952 by Bedouin, who claimed to have found 
them in Wadi Seiyal,20 whence the designation P.Se'elim;21 nevertheless they are now 
generally believed to come from the Caves of Nahal Hever.22 With the exception of the present 
papyrus, all other documents which belong to this group come from the Roman province of 
Arabia and seem to belong to the same Jewish and Nabataean milieu as the Babatha Archive.23 

Marriage contracts on papyrus are a well-known type of contract.24 The marriage 
concluded in this document has been terminated by death or divorce, as attested by its 
cancellation by a number of crossing diagonal strokes of the pen over the document as well as 
through the signatures on the back. It must be stressed, however, that the cancellation by 
crossing diagonal strokes (Xtac[6c) does not in itself invalidate the document thus crossed. It 
is merely a visual representation of the fact that it is no longer in force, so that it will no longer 
be used.25 Presumably there was also a deed of divorce26 or a receipt for the return of the 
dowry.27 

The date of cancellation of our contract is unknown, except that it was after 130 C.E. The 
Bar Kokhba Revolt, 132-135, which might have caused Babatha to hide her precious 
documents in a cave in the Judaean Desert, may explain the preservation of our document too. 
If so, the marriage did not last long. One may only speculate whether the cancellation had 
something to do with the revolt. 

20 Pfann, op. cit. (n. 8), 98. 
21 Wadi Seiyal or Nahal Se'elim flows into the Dead Sea 

about four km north of Masada; it is south of Nahal Hever 
and Nahal Mishmar (see Fig. i). 

22 See J. C. Greenfield, 'The Texts from Nahal Se'elim 
(Wadi Seiyal)', in J. Trebolle Barrera and L. Vegas Mon- 
taner (eds), The Madrid Qumran Congress: Proceedings of 
the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Mad- 
rid 18-21 March, i991 (1992, 662): 'There can ... be 
little doubt that Nahal Hever is the source for the so-called 
Se'elim texts. However, for convenience and because the 
plates are so labeled in the Rockefeller Museum, the 
designation Se'elim will be maintained'; see also 
Y. Yadin, 'Expedition D - the cave of Letters', IEJ 12 
(1962), 228-9. I follow the designation in Tov, op. cit. 
(n. 8), 64-6: XHev/Se. 

23 Three of the Greek so-called P.Se 'elim are published 
in successive issues of the ZPE: 'Another fragment of the 
declaration of landed property from the province of 
Arabia', ZPE 99 (I993), II5ff. (for the first fragments, 
found among the papers of the late Professor Yadin, see 
'Fragments of a declaration of landed property from the 
province of Arabia', ZPE 85 (I991), 263ff.); 'Rent or tax 
receipt from Mahoza', ZPE oo00 (994), 547ff.; 'Loan with 
hypothec', ZPE ioI (i994), 53ff.; two other papyri con- 
stitute part of the archive of Salome daughter of Levi 
(XHevlSe Gr. i and 5), which also includes a receipt in 
Aramaic P.Se'elim I2 (= XHevISe 12) and P; Yadin 37. 
The archive will be published in ZPE. The entire find of 
the so-called P.Se'elim will be republished in the DJD 
series. 

24 The bibliography is huge. For lists of marriage con- 
tracts and bibliography until 1988 see 0. Montevecchi, 
'Ricerche di sociologia nei documenti dell'Egitto greco- 

romano, II: I contratti di matrimonio e gli atti di divorzio', 
Aegyptus i6 (I936), 3-83; La Papirologia (I973), 205-5; 
Addenda (1988), 568. 

25 H. A. Rupprecht, Studien zur Quittung im Recht der 
griieco-iigyptischen Papyri (I97I), 80o-i; see also a list of 
cancelled documents in K. Maresch and Z. M. Packman 
(eds), Papyrifrom the Washington University Collection 
ii: Papyrologica Coloniensia xvIII (991), 75-8, ad 
No.79. 

26 e.g. P.Oxy. II. 266 from 96 c.E., where the ex-wife 
acknowledges that in accordance with a contract of 
marriage she received the money she had brought her 
husband as a dowry; this contract she is now returning to 
him cancelled: ic tlyv Etifuo,ov (scil. 6ookoyitav) act6Oev 
aLvaEct&6bcEva [xe)(tactEvTlv E]ic &x@Qcctv (11. 14-15); cf. 
P.Oxy. 362; 363; P.Lips. 27 (= M.Chr. 293, I23 c.E.). On 
acts of divorce on papyri see Rupprecht, op. cit. (n. 25), 
43ff.; C1. Preaux, 'Un act de divorce du Bropklyn 
Museum (P.Brooklyn gr. 4 = SB 9740)', Chron. d'Eg. 37 
(1962), 323-33. 

27 In P.Oxy. 268 from 58 c.E. the widow and her 
daughter acknowledge the receipt of the mother's dowry 
from the dead man's nephew (11. 7-9); the marriage settle- 
ment is now void: xac etvaL a&xvQo v tnv t6oouFiyvrTv TOU 
ya4tov cvUYXcQctLv, 11. I2-I3; cf. P.Lond. 178 (I45 C.E.); 
P.Oxy. 460; P.Col.Youtie ii. 67; P.Tebt. II. 46o. The 
Mishnah also knows of a receipt given to the husband once 
he pays the ketubba, cf. mKet. 9.9; mGittin 2.5; 8.8. 
P.Se'elim 13 (=XHev/Se 13), 135 C.E., is in fact such a 
quittance given by a wife to her husband to acknowledge 
that she has no further claims on him (to be published by 
Ada Yardeni and Jonas Greenfield inMemorial Volumefor 
Menahem Stern). 
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A CANCELLED MARRIAGE CONTRACT FROM JUDAEA 

Like the other marriage contracts from the Judaean Desert, the marriage contract 
reproduced here is also a double document28- although very little is left of the inner text. 
The papyrus has suffered extensive damage: it survived in seven fragments and it is 
worm-eaten. The text is written across the fibres, which seems to be common in the so-called 
P.Se'elim, as well as in the Babatha Archive.29 On the back of Fragment A there are 
signatures of three witnesses, written across the fibres and crossed through; there are traces 
of more signatures on Fragment A as well as on the back of Fragments B and E. 

Only the outer text of the largest fragment, Fragment A, is transcribed here. The three 
lines of the inner text of Fragment A as well as the still unplaced Fragments B-G - all of 
which belong to the outer text - will require much more work and time, but the meaning 
and significance of the document are apparent from the largest fragment. Since the 
publication of the so-called P.Se'elim has already suffered a delay of more than forty years, it 
seems preferable to publish Fragment A now, and leave the publication of the inner text and 
smaller fragments to the final publication in the DJD series. 

FRAGMENT A 

I2.5 by I8.5 cm 
RECTO: OUTER TEXT 

I. 'ETovc T?CEQ?Cxat6?cxdTO Av.z[o]xQgdTQoc TQal[avo 'Abglavo6 KaicaQoc 
CePacToO ?JTi vt6d- 

2. TOi)p M6Qtxov IDka<ov>o)ov "AnQov xa K KQivTyz}ov (OapIQ) [Kacovuikvov c. I9 
letters 

3. v 'AQtCZoi3ovXt6bt TFc Z?e.tvfc ??E?TZ Ce?a.?[ c. 30 letters 
4. 8ta BoQX.. 'Ay.ka .TLT60Q.[ov] tavtic to6e zoT 7tQay[tya[toc c. 27 letters 
5. Axac3ac MTrIeLQo T6O aco Xc([ttjc 'Iacx4?itv T[4c ZEt(v]Vc? c. 22 letters 
6. aurTo eLc koyov TQoc(OQ&c txQ9.[O6c] .?v &Y6[[g,p xal XQVc(O, C. 15 letters b6qviQLa 

E?V- 

7. taxocLaL o ?iEctv cCTaTfi[c ExaTov ?ixo]cut?.[vT? C. 29 letters nag' 
8. aTfic a.:?cxrixvat XaL EX[?tLv].[...].[...]-....[ . 33 letters 
9. 6lVaQia jt?VTax6cLaC o aQCaxQf[ta b6L XeQOc Xw.[ c. 23 letters yvvatxa 

10. yace?Tqv &' (c ?ECTCt f CeXaz[tLovc TQO([t?Vr xai a[Lao]. [?vn c. I3 letters 'mi 
t6v mxna- 

I I. 2OVTwV Fv T? vVv ?X?1 xai 'y av ?.tLxTe]C]TaL. 'Ev 6bie &oyy?v[TTal c. I 3 letters 
I2. a..[...].......[ ....]. [...] [.a. ?VXa (' c dVy x[kq]OV6Dvo .[ c. I9 letters 
13. .[c. i5 letters]...[TQ?] )O6[?vdi Xa'L d)aloA ..1?vaL ...[ c. 2 letters 
14. c. C. letters].. [...].ca..a.6q?cv &?av 6 . 

" 
QEOYQc^.a[?VOc C. 17 letters 

I5. c. 8 letters] .... [..]...... [..]..6 Qv. tV a ?VT[ax]6[cL] a ..[ c. 21 letters 
I6. traces 

I TccaQ?cxat6?xdaTov 3 ??6o0T 6-7, 9 and I5 EVTacXO6cla 
8 .an?cXCYX?vaL 9 X?eQOC 

VERSO 

I. 'I(ocroc C.[.] ovo c .[tcQ[tvc 
2. Cov...ocE[....]aQov [xdQ[/Vc 
3. MgaQ(tp.Tc [ .....] dQTvc 
4. traces 
5. traces 

28 On double documents as peculiar to this part of the mahn, Die Doppelurkunden aus der Wiiste Juda (I968), 
Roman world, in contrast to the practice in Egypt at the ioff. 
time, see Lewis, op. cit. (n. i), 6-io; see also E. Koff- 29 e.g. P. Yadin ii; I4; I5; i6 etc. 

F 
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Translation: 
Recto, outer text: 

I. In the fourteenth year of the Emperor T[rajan Hadrian Caesar Augustus, in the consul- 
2. ship of Marcus Flavius Aper and Quintus Fabius [Catullinus 
3. in Aristoboulias of the Zephine. Sela.e[ ] gave in marriage[ her daughter (?) Selampious 
4. through Bork.. 'Agla, her guardian for this matter[ 
5. to 'Aqabas son of Meir from the village of Iaqim [of the Zephene .... she bringing 
6. to him on account of bridal gift of the dowry(?) in si[lver and gold ... all appraised in money 

value as five 
7. hundred denarii which are the equivalent of [one hundred and twenty five] staters, [and the 

groom acknowledges 
8. to have received and to hold from her[ .... 

9. five hundred denarii forthwith by hand [ 
Io. wedded (wife) so that Selampious is nourished and cloth[ed ... upon the security of all his 

posse- 
11. ssions both those which he has now and those which he will acquire. And in the event of the 

death of[ 
i2. [ ] the male children or if heirs 
I3. [ ] the daughters will be nourished and clothed[ 
14. [ ] and if he who is mentioned before[ 
i5. [ ] five hundred denarii [ 
i6. [ 

Verso: 

i. Joseph son of S. .demon, witness. 
2. Sou[mai]os son of Eleazar, witness. 
3. Maro.es ... witness. 

4- 
5. 

Recto: 

i. The restoration of the imperial titulature is based onP. Yadin I4, 11. I5-I6; I5, 1. = 1. I4; 20, 1. = 
11. I8-19; 21, 11. I-2; 22,11. i-2; and onDJD ii, No. 115, 1. I. The suggested restoration means that we 
have lost thirty four letters in 1. I. If the restoration is accepted, then we know the approximate length of 
a line and are able to calculate the loss in all the other lines. 
2. The restoration of the cognomen of the second consul as KaTovUXvov30 (i.e. Catullinus) does not 
correspond to the practice found in the Babatha Archive where it is rendered KatkiXvov: P. Yadin 20, 
1. 2 = 1. I9; 21, 1. 3; 22, 1. 3 (it is restored in P. Yadin 23, 11. 20-I).31 The Roman day and month 
followed, perhaps also the Macedonian month and day as often in the Babatha Archive: e.g. P. Yadin I4, 
11. 15-I9; I5, 11. i-2 = 11. i4-i6 etc. The space which needs to be allowed for the restoration of the month 
and day conforms to the loss calculated in 1. i and the suggested restoration of the imperial titulature 
there. 
3. On Aristoboulias and Zif see below. 
'eM6eTO - for the formation of the third person of the second aorist middle of ex6(t6oALL in -ETo instead of 
-oto see F. Th. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods II (198 ), 
394. Many of his examples are, predictably, from marriage contracts. 
Ceka. - is the name of the mother. Restored as Ceka[cf] it will give us the Aramaic word Shlam (05W), 
the equivalent of the Hebrew Shalom (1fW), which means 'peace'. Hebrew Shalom is a well-known 
female name. In two Aramaic papyri which belong to the so-called P.Se'elim group we find: Salome 
daughter of Levi -'1 n-i: nw -P.Se'elim (=XHev/Se) I2,1. i32 and Salome daughter of Shimeon - 

trnQw nn: Ow - P.Se'elim (=XHev/Se) 8a, 1. I2.33 Note, however, that in a deed of sale written in 
Hebrew (DJD II, No. 30) the name of the woman is written twice as Shalom - mW (11. 6 and 25), and 
once without the waw as ,?W, but it is to be pronounced Shalom rather than Shlam; the same is true of a 
housesale in Hebrew (P.Se 'elim 8a) where the wife's name is spelled once as ODW (1. I2) and once as onfw 

30 Alternatively KarvXue(vov, see IGR inI. 8i; cf. IGR Hebrew Shalom in Greek, see P. B. Bagatti and J. T. 
i. 623 KarUvXevoc, a libertus of the emperor. Milik, Gli scavi del Dominus Flevit I (1958), 8i on 

31 All of them written by Germanus the klpkadQLo transcriptions of the name in Greek. 
(sic!), on which term see Lewis ad P. Yadin 15, 1. 38, 33 P. Se'elim 8a was first published by J. T. Milik, 'Un 
p. 64. contrat juif de l'an I34 apres J.-C.'; RB 6i (1954), I83 

32 Unpublished. Admittedly, her name is transcribed in (=Biblica 38 (I957), 264-5). It is now going to be 
Greek as CakcXo[ in XHev/Se Gr. i, a deed of gift in republished by Dr Ada Yardeni. 
Greek, see above (n. 23): the normal way of rendering 
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(1. I4).34 Thus the spelling oD' may not after all express an Aramaic rendering of the Hebrew name 
D1\W, but the Hebrew name written in defective spelling.35 This consideration, combined with the fact 
that the name Shalom, spelled with or without the waw, is usually rendered in Greek CaX)ol)r (see 
n. 32), may suggest that another name is behind the text here. The first four letters look like one of the 
Greek transliterations of the name Shelamzion - rin'u- but the e after the missing It does not occur 
elsewhere in the transcription of that name. If it is Shelamzion, then mother and daughter have the 
same name, albeit transliterated differently: see CeaXcntlovc in 1. Io.36 
e[ if the restoration CeXa[[t] is accepted then this could be the beginning of the patronym. 
4. BoQx.. - the two uncertain letters may in fact not be two letters, but an co. In 1. 5 we find another 
name in the genitive ending in an co: MqELgco. It is hard to know whether the name comes from the 
root brkh (7'1 bless) or brq (pn light). The former root is attested in P.Se'elim (= XHev/Se) io, 1. i 
which has Shmoka son of Brukha (Kna: '- Kpiln). Greek inscriptions from Egypt attest the names 
Ba@axtiac, Bo@gox,37 and BaQXiac,38 for Jews - all from the root brkh - but also BaQ@6xov39 which 
comes from the root brq. H. Wuthnow, Die semitischen Menschennamen in griechischen Inschriften 
und Papyri des vorderen Orients (1930), 37 has Bo@xalog and B6oxov and see also on pp. 132-3. An 
inscription on a tag from Masada, and thus before 73 or 74 C.E., reads 'Jehu(?) the son of Barqay - 
Ipl2 '11 KMi,',40 Barqay meaning the "morning star".41 An ossuary inscription from Jerusalem attests the 
name: Cacqtga BoQxov.42 An Amora43 by that name is mentioned in the Palestinian Talmud:44 
Bourqi, Bourqai ('p':,K?qp':).45 Josephus records a friend of Agrippa II called B6Qxtoc (BJ I. 524; 
526). On an altar from the Beqa' valley in Lebanon we find a dedication by two brothers, BoQxeoc xai 
Cap3ac (IGLS 2962).46 
Ay.a - could it be EyXa? Cf. 'Iwo6vrc EyXa, 'John son of Egla', one of the guardians of Babatha's 
orphaned son, named thus in P. Yadin. 12, 1.8; 13, 11.21-2; 27, 1.6, as well as in the Aramaic 
subscription of P. Yadin 15, 1. 33: Ow ia ,nan tnim 'my colleague John, son of Egla'. But in P. Yadin 14, 
1. 23 and 15, 11. 3-4 = 1. 8 it is 'IoavY?c 'Iwocov itoO EyXa 'John son of Joseph 'Egla'. 'Egla must have 
been Joseph's nickname, 'the Calf'.47 
6id& ... EltTgQOx6[oV] tailfTc ToO6e TOo jdy.a[toc - cf. P. Yadin 14, 1. 22; 15, 11. 31-2; see also P. Yadin 
20, 11. 25-7: ba1L EtLTQo rov avc'Io ac 6c xIo o Kiv.e 'Ayay?o v 'H?y[y]aSTvov T .99V TO o J@yacToc 
X(aQV;48 cf. XHev/Se Gr. i (a deed of gift, 129 C.E., unpublished), 11.4-5: cvvJaQovytQc av.Tn 
E]JT6xQOz9t[V To06e TO jTQ]YaT.c 6TQ iv 'IocV iov CI.pyVoc &IvC arac.49 Perhaps we should 
restore here, too, the word XaQLtv. The use of ErLTortoc to describe the guardian of a woman, whereas 
in Greek-speaking lands the traditional term was xtQLOC, is thus not peculiar to the Babatha Archive 
and to the province of Arabia, as assumed by H. J. Wolff.50 
In the space left after the break would come the name of the bride, CeXaclmtovc, followed or preceded 
by T/Iv 6&cav OvyaTxea avrTc or TrxV EaVUTc OvyaTEQa, cf. P. Yadin i8, 11. 32-8 = 11. 3-5: .E[E6]QT[0 
'Iov6a]c '.E.tadov tot xal [XOoici](pv[oc C]EXaAi[t[L](6ryv. ' v i6(av Ov'ya'teqa ... 'Iov6atl 
EilxaXoov[tEvc KilP3eL. 

34 Pointed out to me by Dr Ada Yardeni. 
35 For the spelling 'iw see E. L. Sukenik, 'A Jewish 

burial cave on the northern slope of Nahal Qidron, near 
Kfar Shiloah', S. Krauss Festschrift (1936), 92:n'uW; Y. L. 
Rahmani, 'Jewish rock-cut tombs in Jerusalem', Atiqot 3 
(1961), 104: nmni, to be read as now followed by another 
name; Bagatti and Milik, op. cit. (n.32), 88, No. 19: 
,is nn a iw ('Salome daughter of 'Awiy?'); 95, No. 31: 
nr*n B ?iy ('Salome the proselyte'). 36 On the names Shalom and Shelamzion see Bagatti 
and Milik, op. cit. (n. 32), 79-81; G. Mayer, Diejiidische 
Frau in derhellenistisch-romischenAntike (1987), 1O6-7; 
Iog9-o; T. Ilan, 'New ossuary inscriptions from Jerusa- 
lem', Scripta Classica Israelica i (1991/92), 156-7. 37 CPJ 3, No. 1438 = W. Horbury and D. Noy, ewish 
Inscriptions of Graeco-Roman Egypt (1992), No. 15, late 
Roman. 

38 CPJ 3, No. 1454 = Horbury and Noy, No. 43, 5 C.E. 
39 Horbury and Noy, No. 156, 78 B.C.E. 
40 Yadin and Naveh, op. cit. (n. 7), No. 398. 
41 ibid. 
42 E. Peuch, 'Inscriptions funeraires palestiniennes: 

Tombeau de Jason et ossuaires', RB 90 (1983), 527, 
No.39. 

43 'Amoraim the ... commentators of Tannaitic 
[Mishnaic] teachings', Strack-Stemberger, Introduction 
to the Talmud and Midrash (I991), 7. 

44 Strack-Stemberger, op. cit. (n. 43), i82ff. 
45 yYoma ('the Day', scil. the Day of Atonement, Yom 

Kippur) 43.1; yQiddushim ('betrothal') 63.4; yAbodah 
Zarah ('idolatry') 43.1. 

46 BovxerOI in IGLS 2973, also from the Beqa', is said 
to be a diminutive of BoQxatoc, see ad loc. 

47 See R. Hachlili, 'Names and nicknames in Second 
Temple times', Eretz Israel 17 (1984), 203 (Hebrew with 
an English summary on pp. 9*-1o*). Could the nickname 
refer to his place of origin,.the district of 'Agaltain (|,n'ui) 
mentioned in Nabataean and Aramaic documents? See 
J. Starcky, 'Un contrat nabateen sur papyrus', RB 6I 
(1954), p. 163, 1. 2; Y. Yadin, 'Expedition D - the Cave 
of Letters', IEJ 12 (1962), 250-I; idem, 'The Nabataean 
kingdom, provincia Arabia, Petra and En-Gedi in the 
documents from Nahal Hever', Ex Oriente Lux 17 (1963), 
230-I; cf. G. Bowersock, 'The Babatha papyri, Masada 
and Rome', RA 4 (199 ), 340-I. 

48 'through Judah (also known as Cimber) son of Ana- 
nias, En-Gedian, her guardian for the purpose of this 
matter'. 

49 'present with her, her guardian for the purpose of this 
matter, Joseph son of Simon, her husband'. 

50 'Le droit provincial dans la province romaine 
d'Arabie', RIDA 23 (1967), 279ff., and in 'R6misches 
Provinzialrecht in der Provinz Arabia', ANRW 11.13 
(1980), 793ff., but he is right to point out that this cannot 
be accounted for by the influence of the local language, 
since the Aramaic makes the distinction: the guardian of a 
woman is called rrK- 'adon - xVi6to: e.g. P. Yadin 5, 
1. 37: innM f rlTK'fw n: i nrn' - 'Yehudah son of Khthou. 
sion "lord" of Babatha'. 
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5. 'Aqabas - the name occurs also on Frag. D of this document. The most famous bearer of the name 
is R. 'Aqiba son of Joseph, who died in the gar Kokhba Revolt (132-135 C.E.).51 The name is attested 
in Hebrew letters on several inscriptions from Palestine: (i) an ostracon found at Masada carries the 
inscription: 'Ha[nani]as the High Priest, 'Aqabia his son - nin K=,pY K5a K]n n[ml]n ;52 (2) Jo'ezer 
'Aqabiah (spelled with aleph - napK rayw) is found written eight times in Hebrew letters in a 
first-century tomb in Jericho;53 (3) 'Aqiba - KapY - is attested on a tomb from Jerusalem.54 Finally 
'Aqabiah son of 'Elioenai - ,>,Y,Y pr n:ipY- is attested in Hebrew letters in Egypt.55 
Mrletco - Hebrew Meir ,Kan. This is the name of one of the most famous rabbis who 'played a 

significant part in the redaction of the Mishna'.56 Nonetheless we are informed that the name 'does not 

appear in the Bible, nor in any reliable Jewish literary, or legible and datable epigraphical material 
before the Geonic period [i.e. seventh century]'.57 Hence it has been suggested that it is a transcription 
of an Anatolian (Phrygian) name MetQoc, MtQoc, and that Rabbi Meir belonged to the family of a 

proselyte from Asia Minor.58 The Meir of our document, being the father of the groom, belongs to a 

generation earlier than the famous Rabbi. In view of the other names in the document, the more likely 
assumption is that Meir too is a Jewish name. Perhaps we should lend more credence to the other 
attestations of the name in Josephus and the inscriptions.59 
T)VY a&i6o xCotc 'IaxCEixco see DJD I I, No. II5, 1. 2: EXeaCoc ClO[0Voc tOv ToW6 x(d)[qc) Fracowav; 
P. Yadin 5, 11. 5-6: 'IcbcTroc toD 'Iwci'[ov E]tL]xaXovxU[evov] Zapcoiu6o[v] TO'y a&to Macoov. For o0 
aro x(dc)tqc) see Preisigke, Worterbuch s.v. anto and Wilcken, Grundziige 43. On Yaqim or Yaqum see 
below. 
If T[ilc ZELTqVf1c followed and jtxoc(eQooF,vqv came at the very end of the line, about nine or ten 
letters are left unaccounted for; too few for JTQOc yatov xoilvWovav which is most attractive here, see 
P. Yadin I8, 11. 6-7 = 11. 38-9. One might suggest xara (Tobc) v6(ovc as in P. Yadin i8 before the 

3TQOc()?QO[t]vq: eltva T'tv CEXaltVpLd&oV<v> 'Iou6a.tL Kl[t[e yTv.y .xa ya!esT;V JtQOC yatov 
xoLvWVoy[La]v xara TO'C y6oc, TQoceQOVnv ac ) e?c XOyov oc(bOac XTX. '(11. 6-8 = 11. 37-40).60 
6. sic Xoyov jtQoctoQac 3Q@t9.[6c] - nQoc()o@Q here means gold and silver dowry objects as we can 
see from what follows. The same usage is found in P. Yadin i8, 11. 7-8 = 11. 39-40: JQocpE@QOEvqv 
caolt) ?etc .6yov ?QocqpoQac xoc[Liav yvVatxlacV Ev &@yO1 xcal QVC(Oc xalt iLatc t4).61 In P.Mil.Vogl. 71 
(Marcus Aurelius i6i-i8o) ()e@v/I and neoc(oQ@d are used interchangeably for jewelry and clothes.62 
An alimentary contract from 42 C.E. also records jewelry as atQoc(o(mal) avevI 6(LCxiTLicecoc) (P.Mich. 
121, recto, col. III, xii, 1. 3).63 Thus there are four exceptions to G. Hage's claim that prosphora always 
means either slaves or landed property, and is fundamentally different from either pherne or 
parapherna in that it does not pass into the groom's hands but remains legally the property either of 
the wife or of the giver.64 
JTQ.lX[O6c] - the reading is not certain and the combination elc KXyov Jtoc)OQ@ac rEQOLXOC is not 
attested elsewhere as far as I know.65 The term JTQO(t for dowry appears in two other marriage 
contracts found in the Judaean Desert. In P. Yadin i8, 11. I2-I5 = 11. 45-9 the groom undertakes 'to 
add to the dowry consisting of jewelry and clothes just mentioned (tQOc t'ta Trc jtQOyeeYQCatevqc 

51 See Strack-Stemberger, op. cit. (n. 43), 79-80; E. 
Schiirer, G. Vermes, and F. Millar, History of the Jewish 
People at the Time of esus Christ ii (1979), 377-8. There 
are others: R. 'Akabia (KxapY) son of Mahalalel, mAbot 
('fathers'), 3. ; mEduyot ('testimonies'), 5.6f., see Strack- 
Stemberger, 73 for his date; perhaps father of R. 
Hananyah son of 'Akabiah (c. 130-160), mKet. 8.I, see 
Strack-Stemberger, 86; R. Issi son 'Akabiah (n,aps) 
(c. 130-I60) is mentioned in bPesahim ('Passover offer- 
ings') 113.2 and bYoma ('the day'), 52.2, see Strack- 
Stemberger, 86. 

52 Yadin and Naveh, op. cit. (n. 7), No. 461; cf. No. 
645: [ ]- ; 'perhaps the beginning of the name 
'Aq [iva]'. 

53 R. Hachlili, 'The Goliath family in Jericho: funerary 
inscriptions from a first-century A.D. monumental tomb', 
BASOR 235 (1979), 48; 54. The spelling with aleph is 
probably wrong, see Beyer, op. cit. (n. I4), 348. 

54 J. T. Milik, 'Trois tombeaux juifs recemment 
decouverts au sud-est de Jerusalem', Liber Annus 7 
(1956), 247, No. I3, fig. I6:2, cf. RB 65 (I958), 409. 55 CPY 3, No. I424 = Horbury and Noy, op. cit. (n. 37), 
No. 3, early Ptolemaic? 

56 See Strack-Stemberger, op. cit. (n. 43), 84; he 
belonged to the third generation of Tannaites, c. 130-I60 
C.E. 

57 See N. G. Cohen, 'Rabbi Meir, a descendant of 
Anatolian proselytes', JJS 23 (1972), 52-3, and esp. nn. 
7-8 there, where the epigraphical material is collected. 

58 ibid., 53-9. 9 See note 57. 

60 'Shelamzion to be wedded wife to Judah Cimber for 
the partnership of marrriage according to the laws, she 
bringing to him on account of bridal gift etc.' 

61 'She bringing to him on account of bridal gift femi- 
nine adornment in silver and gold and clothing'. 

62 In 1. 7 the groom acknowledges that he has received 
from Tephrosais daughter of Eudaimon (?v JQ@ocj4[oQ) a 
dowry (Tiv q(eQvqv) in gold measured in the scales of 
Arsinoe etc. (FXeev ... jta@a [Te(oQcadroc PTc xal] 
Eubatovi boc v v Q6oc( [oQC 'T V 4)e@VQiv XQ@c]Lov 
boxlteiovu ct[Ca]60[t 'AQcLvoeLx 6) xxX.); in the case of a 
divorce he will return to her Tx/V 7tQoxeLtEvq1V 4(EQV/iv 
(1. 1); finally the wife says that she wants to bring to her 
husband ev 3@oc(DOQ@ jewelry and clothes (1. 2Iff.). 

63 The editor objects that 'the term tQoo4QooQa here is 
used to designate the objects elsewhere classed as 
parapherna' and therefore 'this may be a scribal error'. 

64 Eheguterrechtliche Verhiiltnisse in den griechichen 
Papyri Agyptens bis Diokletian (1968), 250-89; J. Modr- 
zejewski, 'Zum hellenistischen Ehegiiterrecht im grie- 
chischen und romischen Agypten', ZRG RA 87 (1970), 
5off. and esp. 69; E. Gernet, Beitraige zum Recht der 
Parapherna, Munchener Beitriige zur Papyrusforschung 
und antiken Rechtsgeschichte 38 (I954), I9-32; see also 
the very lucid presentation of J. L. Rowlandson, Land- 
holding in the Oxyrhynchite Nome, 30 B.C.-c.300 A.D. 

(unpub. D.Phil., Oxford, I983), 128-51. 
65 In CPR 24 (136 C.E.) = M.Chr. 288, 1.8 a mother 

gives her daughter some property ev 4(eQvi xaxa 7Qoc(40- 
@av ava4()aioexov. 
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A CANCELLED MARRIAGE CONTRACT FROM JUDAEA 

nQoccpoQtc acrufc) three hundred denarii, and everything together will go towards Shelamzion's dowry 
(jvtca eic Xoyov jtQOLXOc aMXflc)'; DJD II, No. 1 5, 11.5-6: &a (olO6[Yl]cev 6 actoc 'EXatoc Ci[ovoc 

QLgL0O[tc0al ... jt[Qoye]yQa[cLp[EvCa] Zc Cec XO6ov QtOLX6oC nrag Cacrlc 'IoaYv.[o]v racyo[vX]a.66 It 
describes the dowry in Egyptian papyri as well, e.g. P.Lond. I78 (I45 C.E., receipt for the return of part 
of the dowry), 11. 20-2: 5teu[XW] t&c to) &QyvQio) v 6gdX(tac teTQaxociac eic TOv X6yov lc rcgootx6o tov;; 
P. Oxy. 21 33 (late third century C.E., a woman complains that her uncle did not give her a dowry): ,Yqbev 
0tol xacO' Ov6v1not' o~v TQOV6ov eic O6yov M o[l]xb6c J16e6cox6Toc; P.Grenf. 76 (305-6 C.E.), 11. 13-14: 

[eiC X6]yOV jtQoxoc.67 
ev &Qy?[@uq xaCi Xvcc - in P.Yadin i8, 11. 8-i = 11. 39-43 we read: JIgocCpe@OC[Lvv adtc eic X6yov 
tQoccpoQac xoc[ia(v yvvaLLxeicav v &QyQ( xaiL X@ QCO i xai i[aTtLcIOC) 6laTEtl?tL/vnvv VXX ai[X]OC, b)c 

hyoVClV oi d&pq)6teol, tlox/oav etvtal &@ yvio aqvaQiov bliaxoci(ov.68 Some shorter phrase 
expressing the money value of the gold and silver objects of the dowry will fit the space allowed by fifteen 
missing letters: ev 6Lat(l:rceL or ?v c vCVTli cet (see J. E. G. Whitehorne, 'The valuation of gold dowry 
objects in papyri of the Roman period', Archiv 32 (I986), 50-3). 
6-7. 6'qvdQla JtevTax6ctLL otl eicv clCaTLrfQ[C ExaTOV e?io]cte'Y[VTe- the restoration is quite certain as we 
see from 11. 9 and 15. The conversion to staters (sela im- l'iyo) is well attested in documents from the 
Judaean Desert, e.g. in Babatha's own Aramaic marriage contract to her second husband, P. Yadin Io, 
the sums of money are given in these two denominations: 'money four hundred zuzim which are sela'im 
one hundred' (11. 8-9).69 

The acknowledgement by the groom now follows as is clear from what comes in the following line. 
In P. Yadin i8, 11. Io- I = 43-4 the evaluation of the dowry objects is followed by: iYv TeiL[oyQa(cpav 
()tokX6yqcev 6 y?|tac 'Iov6cc Ki(teQ 3 &azeLtkecpval zJ&Qa tflc aCuTfc CeXcauLtofc yuvatLXoc aXtot ;70 
similarly in DJD ii, No. 115, 11.5-6: & dtoX6[y?q]cev 6 acT6c 'EXatoc CI|twovoc .QLO[9it[cO9at. The 
repetition of the sum of money in 1. 9 excludes the use of relatives like T`v teLtoyQa9qLav and & here. Kat 
d)AoXk6oycev Axapac Me@Lco nzaQ' would fit admirably the space of twenty eight letters left till the end of 
the line. In Frag. B, 1. 5 we read xal d)Oo.[yYoev, but unfortunately the fragment does not fit here. 
8. a.tecxqxxevaL = a`necXrqxevai see Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and 
Byzantine Periods i (1976), 86. 

aJTecxT9xevaL xal EX[eLv]: the repetition 'to have received and to hold' is not found in Greek marriage 
contracts from Egypt and may be influenced by the Semitic language of the writer.71 Since the sum of 
money at which the dowry was evaluated appears in 1. 9, it seems reasonable to assume that the rest of this 
line contained exactly the same text as 1. 6, now seen from the point of view of the groom: etc 6oyov 
jtgoc(OQdc 7tQoLxOc ev ayU@QpO xalt xQCc valued at etc. 
9. ctaQaXcfiXta 6a& XQe6c- cf. P. Yadin i8, 1. 12 = 1.45: 6La XeLouc zaQcaxflta; we find the expression 
in Egyptian marriage contracts as well, e.g. P.Mich. 5.339 (46 C.E.), 11.2-3, where the groom 
acknowledges that he has received from the bride, Taorsenouphis daughter of Aphrodisios, as dowry 
(4)egviv) a hundred drachmae of marked silver taQaxQfta 6La xlO6c.72 

xco)[ - Perhaps X)oQ[lc tnacqc nteeOececoc, i.e. without delay.73 But for the accusative of yvvatxa 
Ya(ie;T/v, it would be tempting to put a full stop after 6t& xeQoc, and restore here some form of the verb 
XcoQ^yeLv, such as XoQ[YqyeiTCO.74 Still the accusative might be accounted for by the example of BGU 
1050 (= M.Chr. 286, 13 BCE), 11. I2-I4: <E`)' > TOV AtOV'6ctov decX 6xoTa TxTV jTQoxeCLiEi[tV (EQViv 

66 'And the same Eleaios acknowledges that he has been 
paid ... the said two hundred (?) drachmae as dowry by 
Salome daughter of John Galgoula'. 

67 For xQoif and 4)eQvl used interchangeably for dowry 
in the papyri see A. Wasserstein, 'A marriage contract 
from the province of Arabia Nova: Notes on Papyrus 
Yadin 18', Jewish Quarterly Review 80 (1989), 106-7, 
n- 44- 

68 'She bringing to him on account of bridal gift femi- 
nine adornment in silver and gold and clothing appraised 
by mutual agreement, as they both say, to be worth two 
hundred denarii of silver'. 

69 cf. DJD II, No. 115, 11. 4-5; P.Yadin 11, 11. 14-15 
11. 2-3; DJD ii, No. 30 (I34 C.E.), 1. 2I; DJD ii, No. I I4 
(171 C.E.), 11.io-ii; Milik, op. cit. (n.33), 11.7-8; 
M. Broshi and E. Qimron, 'I.O.U. Note from the time of 
the Bar Kochba Revolt', Eretz Israel 20 (1989), 256, 
11. 6-7 (Hebrew); idem, 'A house sale deed from Kefar 
Baru from the time of Bar Kokhba', IEJ 36 (1986), 206, 
11. 5-6 and notes on pp. 210-I 1. 

70 'Which appraised value the bridegroom Judah called 
Cimber acknowledges that he has received from the said 
Shelamzion his wife'. 

71 See Benoit, DJD II, p. 252 ad No. 115, 11. 3-6: 'Ces 
accouplements de termes [i.e. &aiaxUakkaYvcat xat 

caakvUetv; E( &vavecbceoc xXaTakkaual x[ai] .0Qoo- 
kalec0al] ainsi que leur parallelisme antith6tique ne 
manque pas de saveur s6mitique'. 

72 6[toXoy6xt EXetv jtlQa IlC ... TaoQcevv1)e(oc 1qc 
'AQo6&ciov tcaQazXQLw[ta 6ta XtQOc E oLxoiv v ?tQoc66ceI 
e)' aoTnxfi OEQvIv &QYUyvQov E'tLCL'LROV 6Qa(XRE c exaTrov; cf. 
CPR 24 (=Stud.Pal. 20.5rp = MChr. 288, 136 C.E.), 
1. 4f.: 6 CEv Cov%daXt]ov EXetv TaQa [T]fic 'AoQooFeiT( [c] 
1i TL OuvyaTQl a.T.lc 'A4eQo6bL[To]itL 'AtLtCOviov Ca[[Q- 

][Oev(O oUc.q naQ]axQ[tIa 6it XeLQ6c XQvCO9I xXr.; BGU 
Io52, 1.9; BGU 1103, 1. I; P.Lond. 178, 1.9; P.Hamb. 
3.220, 1.4. 73 cf. SB 9353 (I40 C.E.), 1. 21, where the groom prom- 
ises to give back the dowry without delay. 

74 It is true that the technical term for a husband 
providing for his wife is the compound tQLXQoTqyeiv, e.g. 
P.Oxy. 3500 (third century C.E.), 11. 8-9: 6 6 [ya?(O]v xal 

TLXo?QlY[Ei]t(o Tfl YUvvaxi T&a 6&ovta jnavTa xata 
6[6]va[itv ('the husband is further to provide his wife with 
all necessities according to his means'); BGU 1045 (= 
MChr. 282, 154 C.E.), 11. 18-19; P.Mil.Vogl. 7I (i6i-i8o 
C.E.), 11. 9-I0; P.Oxy. 905, 1. io. But the simple verb 
occurs too in the same context, cf. P.Oxy. 1273 (260 C.E.), 
1. 24: %OQyTYEL[to] T1 yvvatxi ia 6eovta Jdvxta; cf. P.Oxy. 
3491 (157/8 C.E.), 11. 16-I7. 
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TQe?(?LV xaL iLaTiLElv Tx/V 'Icl6oga)v dbc yvvatxa ya[tFetiv] xata 66vaitLv,75 where the yvvatxa Ya[tEtC^iv] 
is to be explained by the accusatives which preceded it. Otherwise, one might tentatively suggest 
restoring later in the line exelv76 or etval (see P. Yadin 18 cited in the next lemma) in order to account for 
the accusative. 
9-I0. [yuvatxa] yacletlv - 'legitimate wife', 'wedded wife'. The expression is common in Greek 
marriage contracts from Egypt,77 usually in the clause which stipulates that the husband is to provide for 
his wife (see ad 1. 9), and thus in the dative, e.g. P.Mil.Vogl. In. 71 (I6I-I8o CE): TOO 'Atwov[atoc] 
emZXOyT[[ov VToc aTrfi T 6Eov]ta Jtdva xaL TOv i[aTLtcov xal ta &Xaa oca xa0riixet yvvaLXL yatetf 
[xata 66'valv].78 However, we find yvvatxa ya[etfilv in the context of the giving away of the bride: e.g. 
P.Giss. I. 2 (173 BCE, self-Ex6octc), 11. 8-12: 'Ee6oTo iaviv 'OXuV TLLcg ... 'AVTcL(oL ... [eval] yvvatxa 
yaCttilr v (EQgvv 7TQOC(e9QOvqV xtX.79 The same form in an identical context is found in P.Yadin i8, 
11. 32-8 = 11. 3-7: .~[-6]Qt[o 'Iov6a]c ' E.5eadov too xal [X0oucl] cp[oc C]eXap[1t]d)yV t.V l6iav 
OvyaTEQa ... 'IoU6bacTl etLxacXoov EV(p KL([3etF ... E.V(ly TlV C.eaxtL(odv[qv] ' Io)6aLT KiL4PEQL yUval3xav 
yatLETenv;8 similarly in DJD II, No. 115, 11.4-5: 6tooyet 6 a 'Eoc oc CiO[voc] ? &vave6cewc 
xaLakkdat x[al] .QocXCapE3cai TTiV aTv. tv CakcX)[Tqv 'Io]av. [o]J r[akyo]Xv. ka [c yvvatl]a yaVicET?iv.81 
CeXkatrcovc - this spelling is not attested elsewhere, as far as I know.82 In the Babatha Archive the 
name is transliterated CekatViioOc and Cekatpib)VY.83 
Io-I . [EJi TGOV V6zaQ]Xo'vtcov dv TE vVv eXei xcali (y &v ejtLXTrlc1qTal - in the Babatha Archive the 

undertaking to feed and clothe the wife and children is followed by: ?tiz tIc TOO aCUTov 'Io[16a Kit]P3eooc 
TictIwecoc xal xtv66vov xal rdvxcov vjrtaQ[x6v]T(ov (by TE EXeev Tfi av tfl [0ja]TQi6i avaTo xaL EvO[a]6? xai 
y)v eiLxtcrqtat javTL. ravtcov xvVtO)c (P. Yadin i8. 11. 51-3 = 11. i6-i8).84 Perhaps we should restore [?TL 
avTCov TV JaQ]Xovvtov; thus either thirteen or only ten letters are missing between the a([Lta0o][4vi 

and the TO( or atdvTcov vaQ]QvTov; not enough room for the whole formula just cited from the 
Babatha Archive.85 
i i. 'E&v 6e &rcoyev. [rTat - because of the fragmentary condition of the lines, we cannot know from the 
immediate context whether the prior death of the husband or of the wife is envisioned here, but what 
follows, namely the stipulation that male children will become heirs, makes it very likely, as we shall see 
in the commentary, that the prior death of the wife is the subject of the conditional clause; the husband is 
the subject of a subsequent conditional clause: 1. 14: e&v 6e 6 . .oeyYQact[evoc. The same sequence is 
found inDJD ii, Nos 20, 21, and i 6. 
12. a..[...]...... ].[ ... .].c?vtx& d)ca.v [Xk]Qov6to1u.[-. if the suggested restoration is correct 
some reference to male children as heirs is made here. 
13. [TQe])6t?evaL xa.t & ta. oyat. - i.e. the daughters - EcovtaL can be restored before 
[TQe?])6tevaL by analogy with 1. ic: ectat ZXEXka[UxLoVc TQOgeo-EVT xal & )[ao] . [;vY. 
14. [c. io letters].. [...].ca.a.6QecLv dv 6e . QOY.eyaU[Evoc 

- i.e. the husband. The mention of 
the sum of money of the dowry in the following fine suggests the need to return the dowry, which will be 
caused either by divorce or by the death of the husband. 

Verso: 

All the witnesses whose signatures can be read sign in Greek as in DJD II, No. I I 5 (verso); only one of 
the witnesses signs in Greek in P.Yadin i8, 1. 76; no signatures are left in P.Yadin 37. 

75'so that Dionysius, having received the above- 
mentioned dowry, will nourish and clothe Isidora as his 
wedded wife according to his means'. 

76 See Chariton, Chaereas and Callirhoe III.2.2: e0C o E 
yaCLETv, with J. Geiger, 'A note on P.Yadin 18', ZPE 93 
(1992), 67--8. 

77 See J. Modrzejewski, 'La Structure juridique du 
mariage grec', in E. Bresciani et al. (eds), Scritti in Onore 
di O. Montevecchi (1981), 23 1-68, at 250, n. 76 (originally 
published in P. Dimakis (ed.), Symposium 1979: Vortrage 
zur griechischen und hellenistischen Rechtsgeschichte 
(1983), 37-71)- 

78 'Ammonas will provide her with all the necessities, 
with clothing and with all other things as many as befit a 
wedded wife'; cf. Stud.Pal. xx. 5, 11. 2-2 (136 c.E.): TOV 
SovdXacowvog ejaQ.x[o]OvvToo avn't Ta [6&ovta navTa xaL 
IO]V itlaTxLto6v xaCL Ta akk a QooaiooTXEL yvvaOXL yaYknue 
xaTz b6vCva(Lv; BGU 1045 (= MChr. 282, 154 C.E.), 
11. I8-19; P.Giess. i. 2, 11. I5-I7 (173 B.C.E.); P.Gen. 2I, 
11. I-2 (= MChr. 284, second century B.C.E.); P.Tebt. 
104, 11. 13-I4- 79 'She has given herself to Antaios ... to be his wedded 
wife, bringing to him a dowry etc.' 

80 'Judah son of Eleazar also known as Khthusion, gave 

over Shelamzion, his very own daughter ... to Judah 
surnamed Kimber ... for Shelamzion to be his wedded 
wife'. 

81 'The same Eleaios son of Simon agrees to be recon- 
ciled and take again Salome daughter of Johannes Gal- 
goula as wedded wife'. 

82 See T. Ilan, 'Notes on the distribution of Jewish 
women's names in Palestine in the Second Temple and 
Mishnaic periods', JJS 50 (1989), 198-9. 

83 CEXkaccLovc is read on a first-century ossuary from 
Jericho, see Hachlili, op. cit. (n. 53), p. 42, No. i Ia, figs 
31 and 33; see also Beyer, op. cit. (n. I4), I30; 711. 

84 'upon the said Judah Cimber's good faith and peril 
and [the security of] all his possessions, both those which 
he now possesses in his said home village and here and all 
those which he may in addition validly acquire every- 
where'; cf. P.Yadin 37, 11. Io-I for an almost identical 
phrasing. 

85 It is possible that a maintenance clause occupied the 
first part of 1. 7 of DJD ii, No. I 15, since the rest of the line 
as well as 1. 8 are occupied by the liability clause: xaax Txo 
auTov 'EXeamov xaiL xaTa xbv 6'UaQX6vTpy av. T). At least 
it is clear that his property is liable'for the maintenance of 
the children. 
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2. Cov...oc E[....]aQov - Cov[kat]oc? 'E[keat]dQov - the suggested restoration renders the name 
Shullai ,'wi, found twice in Hebrew letters as a patronym in the so-called P..e 'elim group: 'son of Shullai 
wrote this' (P.Se'elim = XHevlSe Io, 1. 5); 'Yehosef son of Shullai, witness - rwru ,,w ri 1q,1n' 
(P.Se 'elim = XHevlSe Gr. i, verso, 1. 6). It has been suggested that this is a Nabataean name.86 One may 
recall the powerful minister of the Nabataean realm, Syllaeus CvukXaoc, Jos., Ant. xvI.220-5; BJ I. 487; 
574f. It is also possible to restore Cov[tait]oc. An Abdereus son of Soumaios serves as a witness in 
P.Yadin 12, 1. i6 and a Soumaios son of Ka.abaios serves as a witness in P.Yadin 19, 1. 34- both sign 
their names in Greek letters. Both are Nabataeans.87 Soumaios is restored as the name of the writer of 
one of the two Greek letters from Nahal Hever from the time of the Bar Kokhba Revolt.88 The letter 
implies that he could communicate in Greek only.89 It has been suggested that he too was a Nabataean.90 
Whether we restore Cov[[at]oc or Cov[alt]oc, in view of the restoration of the patronym, our man 
seems to be a Jew.91 

III. COMMENTARY 

Place and Date: Aristoboulias, Zif, and Yaqim (or Yakum) in I30 C.E. 

The marriage contract was written 'in Aristoboulias of Zeiphene'.92 The location is not 
without interest. Zeiphene is biblical Zif: the name stands both for a city93 as well as for the 
adjoining desert.94 It is into this desert that St Euthymius wandered, according to his 
biographer, to see the caves where David hid from Saul.95 While sojourning there, he 
succeeded in exorcizing an evil spirit which had taken possession of the son of one of the 
headmen of the village of Aristoboulias.96 This is in fact the only other attestation from 
antiquity for the Aristoboulias of our document. 

The biblical city of Zif is identified with present-day Tel Zif,97 a well protected hill which 
rises seventy metres above its hilly surroundings (880 m), situated on the north-south road 
from Hebron to Carmel-Ma'on as well as on an important road which passes through the desert 
to the Dead Sea. Aristoboulias is generally identified with Khirbet Istabul which lies not far 
from Tel Zif.98 The presence of Aristoboulias in this document should restore confidence in 
the Hasmonaean foundation suggested by M. Avi Yonah.99 

The bridegroom in our document, 'Akabas son of Meir, is said to come from x.ci,!r 
'Iaxteixov. It seems possible to identify the place with Kh. Yuqin (also called Kh. Bani Dar) 
two and a half km north of Zif and three and a half km north of Aristoboulias. 100 An Aramaic 

86 G. Mussies, 'Jewish personal names in some non- 
literary sources', in J. W. van Henten and P. W. van der 
Horst (eds), Studies in Early Jewish Epigraphy (I993), 
252. 

87 D. Obbink, 'Bilingual literacy and Syrian Greek', 
BASP 28 (I99I), 57. 

88 B. Lifshitz, 'Papyrus grecs du d6sert de Juda', 
Aegyptus 42 (I962), 240 (= Y. Yadin, 'Expedition D', IEJ 
11 (I961), p. 42, No. 3 = SB No. 9843), 1. x: Coi4[rat]oc; 
it could also be restored as Cov[cka]oc, see Mussies, loc. 
cit. (n. 86). 

89 LI. I-I5: EYQd6rq 6[E] 'EXqVLCT 6tal T[6 &a)OQ]a&c (qI 
e@Qq0[fi]val 'EpQaecti y[Q6a]acOaL, 'The letter has been 
written in Greek on account of no opportunity having 
been found of having it written in Hebrew', Obbink's 
restoration and translation, op. cit. (n. 87), 54-5; see also 
G. Howard and J. C. Shelton, 'The Bar-Kochba letters 
and Palestinian Greek', IEJ 23 (i973), I02. 

90 Obbink, op. cit. (n. 87), 57. 91 Admittedly there is no safe evidence for the use of 
Nabataean names by Jews: in CIS 11. 219 'Omrath is the 
wife of a man who declares himself a Jew; it is not at all 
certain though that she too is Jewish, see H. Z. Hirsch- 
berg, 'New Jewish inscriptions in the Nabataean sphere', 
Eretz Israel I2 (1978), I44-5 (Hebrew). 92 For the following discussion I am much indebted to 
Professor B. Isaac for putting me on the right track. 

93 Joshua 15:24, 55; II Chron. II:8; Jos.,Ant. vIII.246: 

ZiL4a. Zif is one of the four cities whose names appear on 
the LMLK stamps from Lachish all dated to c. 700 B.C.E.: 
O.Tufnell, Lachish iII: The Iron Age (1953), 342ff.; 
N. Na'aman, 'Hezekiah's fortified cities and the LMLK 
stamp', BASOR 261 (1986), 5-24. I owe this information 
to my friend Tsvi Schneider. 

94 i Sam. 23:14-24; 24:2. 
95 Kyrillos of Skythopolis, Vita Euthymii (ed. E. 

Schwarz, I939), II. 
96 ibid. I2. 
97 M. Kochavi (ed.), Judaea, Samaria and the Golan: 

Archaeological Survey 1967-I968 (1972) (Hebrew), 
p. 68, No. 178; F.-M. Abel, Geographie de la Palestine 11 
(1938), 490. 

98 Abel, op. cit. (n. 97); Kochavi, op. cit. (n. 97), p. 70, 
No. I90. For a fuller and updated bibliography on Aristo- 
boulias and Zif see Y. Tsafrir, L. di Segni and J. Green 
(eds), Iudaea, Palaestina, Eretz Israel during the Helle- 
nistic, Roman and Byzantine Periods: Maps and Gazet- 
teer (forthcoming; the maps form part of the Tabula 
Imperii Romani). I am very grateful to the editors for 
letting me consult their manuscript. 

99 Gazetteer of Roman Palestine (= Qedem 5) (1976), 
p. 31, s.v. Aristoboulias. 
100 Kochavi, op. cit. (n. 97), p. 64, No. 162 who identi- 

fies it with Biblical Haqqayin l'Pn mentioned together 
with Ma'on, Carmel, Zif, and Yuta in Joshua 15:57 (ibid., 
p.29). 
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deed of sale which also belongs to the so-called P.Se 'elim group was written 'in Yaqum' mpa or 
'in Yaqim' D,p,a.101 

The relationship between Aristoboulias and Yaqim on the one hand and Zeiphene on the 
other must be one of dependency (or hierarchy); presumably Zeiphene is the capital of the 
provincial subdivision to which both Aristoboulias and Yaqim belonged. The phrasing in our 
document is all but identical to that of the other marriage contract from Judaea: the present 
marriage contract is concluded 'in Aristoboulias of the Zephene' and the groom Aqabas son of 
Meir is 'from the village of Yaqim [of the Zephene]' whereas the other contract was concluded 
'at Bethbassi in the toparchy of Herodium', and the groom Eleaios son of Simon, is 'from the 
village of Galoda of Akrabatta, but is an inhabitant of Batharda of Gophna'.102 However, 
unlike Herodium, Akrabatta and Gophna, which are well-known subdivisions of Judaea,103 
designated as toparchies, there is no information about Zif as a toparchy. 

Idumaea, the subdivision to which Aristoboulias and Yaqim are most likely to have 
belonged, is absent from the list of toparchies in Pliny (as well as from all later evidence),104 as 
is 'En-Gedi. The reason may well be that Pliny's list reflects the conditions prevailing in 
Judaea after 70 C.E.105 At least for 'En-Gedi we know from a document from 127 C.E. that it 
ceased to function as a toparchy and was included in the subdivision of Jericho: '[Judah son of 
Eleazar] of the village of 'En-Gedi in the district of Jericho in Judaea' (P.Yadin i6, 
11. I5-I6).106 Both DJD ii, No. II5 and P.Yadin I6 prove that the system of toparchies, i.e. 
the division of Judaea into districts, which took their names from their capital villages,107 
remained virtually unchanged after the First Revolt.108 Could Zif have now given its name to 
what used to be the subdivision of Idumaea - or part of it - and become its centre, until 
replaced by Beth Govrin when the latter was given city status under Septimius Severus and its 
name was changed to Eleutheropolis?109 After this, as we know from Eusebius, Zif was 
included in the territory of Eleutheropolis,110 to which what used to be Idumaea as well as 
other districts were subordinated.1l 

Comparing two provinces which had previously been two different kingdoms112 calls for 
caution; nevertheless, the striking similarity in the phrasing of the relationship between 
Aristoboulias/Yaqim and Zif on the one hand and that between Mahoza and Zo'ara in the 
province of Arabia on the other is inescapable. The ev 'AQlctofovXoLbt tlc Zrqt4)LVfic 
(1. 2 of the present document) is closely paralleled by ev Mawo[otLc t]civ 3TeQi Z[oa]Qav;113 
ev Maomoq jE?@l Zoagav;l14 ev Macoalq jtci ZooQov;ll5 ev Macowac tfic eQi ZoaQa;116 ev 
Maccoq nqe@tETQ{T(p ZoogQov of P.Yadin.117 In each case one village is subsumed in the 
subdivision to which another village gave its name. Twice, however, Petra is mentioned as the 
centre to which both Zo'ara and its daughter village, Mahoza, belonged.118 It is likely that 
both villages were included in the territory of Petra which possessed the legal status of a 
101 P.Se 'elim (= XHevlSe) 9, kindly shown to me by Ada 

Yardeni. It opens with 'Jacob son of Simon son of the 
Beard (?) (diqna n:ip- 'the beard') said to Judah in Iaqum 
(or Iaqim)'. The name of the place also appears in the first 
signature. 
102 DJD I, No. 115, 11. 2-3. The place-name Bethbassi 

still survives , see Abel, op. cit. (n. 97), 269. 
103 All three appear both in Josephus' list, BJ 111.54-5 

and in Pliny the Elder's, NH v.7o = M. Stern, Greek and 
Latin Authors on Jews andJudaism (I 974), No. 204; see 
Stern's comparison of the two lists and their respective 
dates on pp. 473f. and in great detail, Schiirer-Vermes- 
Millar, op. cit. (n. 5i), I84-98. 

104 B. Isaac, 'The Babatha archive', IEJ 42 (1992), 68. 
105 ibid. 
106 x(Ctic AvyabC6Ov JteQt 'IEtEoLXo'vta Tfic 'Ioivba(ac, 

see Isaac, op. cit. (n. 104). 
107 See Schfirer-Vermes-Millar, op. cit. (n. 5i), 190-3. 108 Isaac, op. cit. (n. 104), 67ff. 109 The coins fix the era of the city to 199-200, A. Spij- 

kerman, Studi Biblici Franciscani, Liber Annus 22 

(1972), 369-84. Schiirer-Vermes-Millar, op. cit. (n. 5i), 
194, n. 39, suggest tentatively that 'the toparchy [of 
Idumaea] was administered from Beth Govrin' - there is 
no evidence for this. 
110 'A village (xtotr) in Daroma, in the territory of 

Eleutheropolis, eight miles east of Hebron', Onom. 92. 
19-22 (ed. E. Klostermann, reprint, 1966) see map of 

Palestine 'nach dem Onomasticon' attached to the back 
cover. 
111 For the territory of Eleutheropolis, see A. H.M. 

Jones, 'The urbanization of Palestine', JRS 21 (I93I), 83 
and n. I there, and pl. vxI, and Abel, op. cit. (n. 97), I73. 
Presumably Eleutheropolis is the polis suggested by the 
title of Kynoros son of Diodotos on the bilingual ossuary 
from Khirbet Zif: K6vcooc ALob66TO JTQoToCtoXeirqc - 
onin Wl Omw ia onip - published by L. Y. Rahmani, 'A 
bilingual ossuary inscription from Khirbet Zif', IEJ 22 
(I972), 113-16, pls I8-19; see also E. Y. Kutscher, 'Note 
on the title mnn wh', IEJ, 22 (1972), 117, who takes nin ui, 
the Aramaic equivalent of QozcTOJIOXELTTc, to mean 'head 
of masters'; contra Y. Yadin, IEJ 22 (1972), 235-6 who 
reads n,in(i)wn and takes it to mean 'head of dwellers' (Inv 
'amr = dwell). 
112 There is no evidence for toparchies in Arabia. 
113 P.Yadin 5, 11. 4-5. 
114 P.Yadin 14. 1. 20; 15, 1. 3 = 11. I6-17; 17, 11. 2-3 = 

11. 19-20; i8, 1.3 = 1.32. 
115 P.Yadin 25, 1.28 = 1. 64. 
116 P. Yadin 19, 11. 1-I I. 
117 P.Yadin 20, 11. 22-3; 2I, 11. 5-6; 22, 11. 5-6; 26, 1. i8; 

27, 11. 3-4- 118 P.Yadin I6, 11. I3-I4; Bac30a ... MaXoqvqt T|c 
ZoaQlvIc EEQLtEET9Ov IlEHoac; P.Yadin 37, 11.2-3: ev 
Maotq tf:c Zoacrvfrc Tc z :[eoQl] HLQcav. 
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polis.119 But we cannot be sure of what is implied by these concentric circles and by the 
subordination of villages to each other (or to a city): the functions performed by central 
villages such as Zo'ara and Zif vis-a-vis their subordinate villages, Mahoza and Aristoboulias, 
are unknown.120 None the less, the role of capital villages (or sub-polis agglomerations) as 
points of reference for less important villages is very important and worth stressing. 

Thus this marriage contract takes us to a very definite part of Judaea: Yaqim (or Yaqum), 
Zif and Aristoboulias - all located in the area south-east of Hebron, along the eastern ridge of 
the Hebron mountains and a well-preserved north-south road.121 We may recall that DJD II, 
No. 43 possibly mentions the nearby Kaphar Barucha - present-day Bani Na'im, two km 
north of Kh. Yuqim122 - in a letter from the leader of the second Jewish Revolt: 'Shim'on son 
of Koseba to Jeshu'a son of Galgala and the people of The-Baruk ('1'n)'.123 The identification 
of Jeshu'a son of Galgala of DJD II, No. 43 with his homonym, the addressee of DJD iI, No. 42 
'Commander of the Camp' (nnrnn inr) means that there was a rebel camp in Kaphar 
Barucha.124 

The south-eastern part of the Hebron hills, in which all these places are located, is 
described as 'the South' in Eusebius' Onomasticon (Aaw@ot&a)125 and in Jewish sources 
(nIrr).126 It is located within the territorial boundaries of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, namely 
'Judaea in the narrow and proper sense' (see Fig. I).127 It is true that no man-made 
subterranean hiding complexes - the hallmarks of settlements which participated in the 
Revolt128- were found in this area. The reason is not far to seek: the bedrock geology is quite 
different here and prevented their creation.129 Instead, the Jewish inhabitants who lived here 
escaped into the caves of the Judaean Desert, where their documents were found. In fact this 
very document proves the participation of people from Aristoboulias in the Revolt.130 This 
was a densely populated Jewish area, not less so than the northern and western parts of the 
Hebron hills and the Judaean Shephelah (the Judaean lowlands), where these hideouts were 
found.131 Thus in 130 c.E., the date of this marriage contract, we are not only some two years 
away from the outbreak of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, a revolt which was carefully prepared some 

119 The evidence for its status as a polis is P.Yadin I2, 
11.4-5 ( 14 CE): 'Verified exact copy of one item of 
[guardianship] from the minutes of the council (P3ovur) of 
Petra the metropolis'. 

120 cf. Schiirer-Vermes-Millar, op. cit. (n. 5 ), i95f. It is 
tempting to compare Zo'ara and Zif to the qtQ0oxwotAaL 
('capital villages') of the Trachonitis, but again the 
responsibilities of the latter towards the xo[tciL are 
unknown, see H. I. MacAdam, Studies in the History of 
the Roman Province ofArabia, BAR 295 (i 986), 82-3. See 
Z. Safrai, 'The village in the time of the Mishnah and the 
Talmud', in M. Stern (ed.), Nation and History: Studies 
in the History of the Jewish People (I983), 173-95 
(Hebrew) for an attempt to use archaeology and Jewish 
sources in order to describe the relationship between 
'mother villages' and 'daughter villages'. 

121 'The Bani Naim - Zif Road', see Kochavi, op. cit. 
(n. 97), p. 67, No. I70. 
122 See Kochavi, op. cit. (n. 97), p. 62, No. i5i and 

p. 29. Kaphar Barucha is north of Zif and five km east of 
Hebron; cf. Abel, op. cit. (n. 97), 288; Kyrillos of Sky- 
thopolis, Vita Euthymii, I2; and see the description of the 
pilgrimage of St Paula, Jerome, Ep. io8. xI. 
123 See DJD in, Copper Scroll, col. xii, 1. 8 on p. 298, 

and commentary on pp. 269 and 301I. However, some read 
the beth a as khafD, i.e. not The-Baruk 1pan but the krakh 
1-'in i.e. the large city, maintaining that here the word has 
its original meaning of 'a fortress', see S. Yevin, 'Docu- 
ments from Wadi Murabba'at', Atiqot i (I955), I05; cf. 
H. L. Ginsberg, 'Notes on two published letters to Jeshua 
Galgolah', BASOR 13I (1953), 25; J. Naveh, On Sherd 
and Papyrus: Aramaic and Hebrew Inscriptions from the 
Second Temple, Mishnaic and Talmudic Periods (i992), 
108-9 (Hebrew). 
124 See DJD ii commentary ad No. 43. The Arabic name 

of the place is Kafar Barik, see Abel, op. cit. (n. 97), 269. 
125 e.g. p. 26, 11. o, I2; p. 68, 1. 19; p. 70, 1. i; p. 78, 

1. 2; p. 86, 1. 9; p. 130, 1. I2 (Kostermann). 
126 See J. Schwartz, Jewish Settlement in Judaea after 

the Bar-Kochba War until the Arab Conquest i3j c.E.-640 
C.E. (i986), 38f. (Hebrew). 

127 See B. Isaac and A. Oppenheimer, 'The Revolt of Bar 
Kokhba: ideology and modern scholarship', JJS 36 
(1985), 53-4; A. Kloner and Y. Tepper, The Hiding Com- 
plexes in the Judaean Shephelah (i987), 366-72 
(Hebrew). For the numismatic evidence, see D. Barag, 'A 
note on the geographical distribution of Bar-Kokhba 
coins', Isr.Num.Jour. 4 (I980), 30-3, and below (n. I30). 
128 See Kloner and Tepper, op. cit. (n. I27); Isaac and 

Oppenheimer, op. cit. (n. I27), 42-3. 
129 See Kloner and Tepper, op. cit. (n. I27), 23-9, for 

the geological structure of the hideouts in the foothills of 
the Judaean Hills. 

130 In December I991 excavations carried out in a cave in 
the upper part of Nahal Hever (only three km east of 
Khirbet Istabfil) revealed evidence for occupation during 
the Bar Kokhba Revolt, the most important of which was a 
tetradrachm from I34/5. Hanan Eshel informs me that it 
became obvious to the excavators that they had been 
preceded by the Beduin: could this cave be the source of 
the marriage contract we are discussing here? See AJA 97 
(1993), 152-3; D. Amit and H. Eshel, 'A tetradrachm of 
Bar Kokhba from a cave in Nahal Hever', Isr. Num. Jour. 
ii (I990-9i), 33-5. 
131 It is necessary to emphasize the Jewish character of 

the area before the Revolt, since it has been mistakenly 
claimed that it became overwhelmingly Jewish only after- 
wards, when refugees from the northern parts of the 
Hebron hills and from Jerusalem moved there, Schwartz, 
op. cit. (n. 126), 98; io6f.; cf. M. Mor, The Bar-Kochba 
Revolt: Its Extent and Effect (I99x), 146; Z. Safrai, 'The 
Bar Kokhba Revolt and its effect on settlement' in A. 
Oppenheimer and U. Rappaport (eds), The Bar-Kokhva 
Revolt: A New Approach (I984), 190-2 (Hebrew), is more 
cautious. Professor Amos Kloner assures me that the 
archaeological evidence clearly shows continuous Jewish 
settlement in this area from the Second Temple period 
until the Bar Kokhba Revolt. 
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years in advance,132 but we are in the very area in which it was prepared and organized. We are 
in what can justly be called the heartland of this national-religious resurgence. The fact that 
there are Jews here writing their marriage contract in Greek raises the same questions as the 
Greek letters and documents of the Jewish officers of the Bar Kokhba Revolt,133 or the Greek 
ostraca of the sicarii who occupied Masada between 66 and 73 or 74 C.E. 134 Factors other than 
the Hellenization of the writers may well have made the use of Greek obligatory, or at least 
desirable, in documents of a legal nature, for example the need to make them accessible (or 
valid?) in a non-Jewish court of law.135 The Babatha Archive has taught us that the resort to 
Greek in legal documents does not reveal Hellenized Jews: their signatures and subscriptions 
in Aramaic prove the opposite.136 

Marriage Practices 

(i). The mother gives away the bride 

The ctfTrc in 1. 4 shows that it is a woman,137 and in all likelihood the mother, who is 
giving ((e{6eto, 1. 3) her daughter in marriage. There are examples in papyri from Egypt: 
P.Oxy. 1273, 11. i-6: 'Aurelia Thaesis daughter of Eudaemon and Herais, of Oxyrhynchus, 
acting with Aurelius Theon also called Nepotianus ... has given ((S6E6To) her daughter 
Aurelia Tausiris in marriage to the groom Aurelius Arsinoiis son of Tryphon and Demetria, of 
the said city, to whom the said giver contributes as the dowry of her said daughter, the bride, 
etc.'; P.Oxy. 372 (74-5 C.E.) is reported to begin with efi6eTo Taovv)@QLtc ('the mother of the 

bride', ibid. p. 312); see also PSI I I 17 (second century C.E.), where the groom acknowledges 
the receipt of (E?v'j and aq(da(EQ@va from the mother, and the mother declares in 11. i8ff.: 'I 
acknowledge that I have given my daughter Thenapynchis as dowry by the terms of this 
agreement a house that will be hers from this day and for ever etc.'138 There are examples of 
both parents giving away the daughter: BGU I oo (time of Augustus), 1. 7: EY6i6ovTa ... TiV 

EavctO)v OvyatrQca; P.Oxy. 3491 (I57/8 C.E.), 11. 1-2: ?E60oTo ... TqiV a&(Jor((xQov) 
Ovy(aCT?Qa). The ekdosis remained a standard feature of the matrimonial institution, even 
when it lost its original meaning and was reduced to a mere formula.139 

Rabbinic legal practice provides for Jewish mothers to give away their daughters in 
marriage when still under-age - presumably because the father has died140 - as is clear from 
mKet. 6.6: 'If an orphan was given in marriage by her mother or her brothers with her consent, 
and they assign to her as her portion a hundred zuz or fifty, when she comes of age she may 
exact from them what should rightfully have been given to her'.141 Minority is assumed also in 

132 Dio LXIx.I2.2-3; Isaac and Oppenheimer, op. cit. 
(n. 27), 49-52. 
133 Lifshitz, op. cit. (n. 88), 240-58 (= SB 9843-4); 

idem, 'The Greek documents from Nahal Seelim and 
Nahal Mishmar', IEJ I (I96I), 53-6I; J. N. Sevenster, 
Do You Know Greek? Novum Testamentum, suppl. 19 
(1968), i68ff. 

134 See Cotton and Geiger, op. cit. (n. 7), 113-27 (cf. 
pp. 9-Io). The content of at least one group of Greek 
ostraca, Nos 772-7, closely resembles the Aramaic 
ostraca, Nos 557-84, see Yadin and Naveh, op. cit. (n. 7), 
52-7. Both series contain delivery instructions which no 
doubt reflect the rationing of food among the sicarii who 
occupied the fortress. 

135 See Cotton, op. cit. (n. 9), I 2; cf. Sevenster, op. cit. 
(n. 133), I55ff. on the official character of the Greek texts 
from Wadi Murabba'at. 

136 cf. Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), I24ff. 
137 In Fragment C, which belongs to the bottom of the 

document, we read yQ?]ltlzaTa in the last line. It is reason- 
able to assume that we have here some version of the 
formula attested in P.Yadin 15, 11.34-5 for example: 
'EXedaaQoc 'EkeaCdQov y?QaWpa V{EQ a`rqc eogQ@meLc 
6b ato c antc [lT e<i>6&va<t> yQadCata ('I, Eleazar son 
of Eleazar, wrote for her by request, because she is 

illiterate'); see J. C. Greenfield, "'Because he/she did not 
know letters": Remarks on first millennium C.E. legal 
expression', Journal of Ancient Near Eastern Studies 22 
(1993), 39-44- 
138 For active participation of the mother in the marriage 

contract see e.g.P.Eleph I (3 I I B.C.E.) = Select Papyri i. I 
= M.Chr. 283; CPR 24 (136 C.E.) = Stud.Pal. 20.5rp = 
M.Chr. 288; P.Oxy. 496 (127 c.E.) = M.Chr. 287 (the 
grandmother); BGU 183 (85 C.E.) = M.Chr. 313; BGU 
251 (81 C.E.); P.Stras. 237 (142 C.E.). 

139 See Modrzejewski, op. cit. (n.77), 252; cf. H.J. 
Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages in Hellenistic 
and Post Classical Roman Law (1939), I8; 25ff.; see the 
examples of ekdosis in the Roman Period cited there on 
p. 17, in n. 48. The use of ?eE6oto in P.Yadin 18, 1.3 = 
11. 32-3, does not call, therefore, for an interpretatio 
Hebraica, given by Katzoff in N. Lewis, R. Katzoff, and 
J. Greenfield, 'Papyrus Yadin i8', IEY 37 (1987), 240-I 
and in 'Papyrus Yadin 18 again: a rejoinder', JQR 82 
(1991), I73-4. 

140 See tYebamot ('sisters-in-law') 13.2 with S. Lieber- 
man, Tosefta Ki-Fshutah: Part vi Seder Nashim (1967), 
I53-4 (Hebrew). 
141 cf. mYeb. 13.2. 
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the case of the father who betroths his daughter: 'A man may give his daughter in betrothal 
(wrpn meqaddesh) while she is still in her girlhood (rni na'ara) either by his own act or by 
that of his agent' (mQiddushim ['Betrothal'] 2.I). Once she came of age, the girl could 
betroth herself.142 Nothing, however, compels us to assume that this document followed 
rabbinic practice, if indeed by then rabbinic legal practice had gained the authority it later 
acquired. Thus, in the absence of other compelling reasons, we do not have to assume that 
the bride is a minor (see more below).143 

(ii). The wife's maintenance 

L. IO: e4' q) ( EcTact CeXactUloic TQ@eO0teVnq xai aayq)[lao]h[4evq - the undertaking to 
feed and clothe the wife is a recurrent element in marriage contracts in Greek from Egypt, 
and, as here, it often follows immediately upon the groom's acknowledgement of the receipt 
of the dowry. We find it already in the earliest Greek marriage contract, P.Eleph. i (311 
B.C.E.), 11.2-5: 'Heraklides takes as his lawful wife Demetria, Coan, from her father 
Leptines, Coan, and her mother Philotis, who brings clothing and ornaments to the value of 
I,000 drachmae, and Heraklides will supply to his Demetria all that is proper for a freeborn 
wife'.144 The 'freeborn wife' is later changed to 'wedded wife', cf. BGU o050 (= M.Chr. 286, 
I3 B.C.E.), 11. I2-I4: 'so that Dionysius, having received the above-mentioned dowry, will 
nourish and clothe Isidora as his wedded wife according to his means';145 BGU I052 (13 
B.C.E.), 11. I2-I5: 'and from now Apollonius son of Ptelaeus shall furnish Thermion as his 
wedded wife all necessaries and clothing according to his means'.146 

The obligation is extended to the children in P.Oxy. 3491 (I57/8 C.E.), 11. 16-17: 'and 
let the bridegroom provide the bride and their children by each other whatever is necessary 
according to his means',147 as well as in the Babatha Archive: P.Yadin i8, 11. I6-I7 = 
11. 49-5: 'pursuant to his undertaking to feed and clothe both her and the children to come 
in accordance with Greek custom'.148 

There is only indirect evidence for the inclusion of the obligation to provide for the wife 
in the rabbinic marriage contract of the early Mishnaic period,149 and until the discovery of 
Babatha's own marriage contract it was not attested in documentary marriage contracts 
between Jews: as we have seen above (at 11. 9-Io) we cannot safely restore XoWQ[qnyi?to in 1. 9 
of our document and combine the maintenance clause with the [yvvatxa] yatenTiv of 11. 9-io; 
possibly the maintenance clause is restricted to 6q' p Ectcat q CeXautItovc TQE(4o[t0|Vq XaL 

a(tP)[clao][evr. The two Aramaic marriage contracts discovered in Wadi Murabba'at 
(D3rD ii, Nos 20, 2I) are too fragmentary at this point to offer much help in deciding the 
matter.150 DJD II, No. 115, 11. 8-IO mentions the obligation to provide for the children: 'and 

142 Explicitly stated a few lines before in the passage just 
quoted: 'A man may betroth ('ipn meqaddesh) a woman 
either by his own act or by that of his agent; and a woman 
may become betrothed either by her own act or by that of 
her agent'; cf. mQid. 3.8. 
143 cf. Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), IIoff. 
144 Xa03dvEl 'HQaxX%E6qgs AtqcTTQiav KeWLav yvvalxa 

yvqciav Jap q toO naXTQ6c Aertivov KdLovu xaci TTC [ITQT6c 
(DLX(oti6oc ... XQOc[EQOqopEVqv ERiaTLc,6ov xaC xoctov 
(8Qa%X)v) (XLXiov), xTaQEETO) 6E 'HQaxxe6blg ArltTOQlat 
oca JTQOCtxet yuvaltxi ?EvOEQacL zdvta. 

145 <?4' 0> TOV ALOVlTCLOV &aCECXTXoTa tiqV QOXE1[tE[T]V 
(EQVTIV TQE)ELIV xai i[CaTtiELtv Tnv 'IcL6&OQav boc yvvaLCa 
yaC[ET?lv] xaT& 6'vatitv. 

146 a6TO TOV VfV TOV 'AJtOkCvlov nTOXEralOV 
Xo[Qylq]E[]v Tp OEQgl Tas 6t& VT(Xa Jdvtca xaC t6OV l[aLttctOV 
(oc yvvaxiL yactETf xaTa b6vacLIv T()V VlaQXZvT(ov. 
147 xaL X(O)QELTyETO 6 Y[a]0 tv [tr yaCov[t(Evr)] xaCl tOiC 

[?]5 [&xkki((ov) TExvolc t& 6Eo]vTa xaT& 66vaiLv; note, 
though, that the phrase referring to the children is heavily 
restored. 
148 dxoXo06(oc aiLQECEL TQO(Cc xai &lC4xacCRovO at'fic TE 

xaL TrOv Ek6OV6tov tExvcov <EU]XvoX@ v6(o)p>; P.Yadin 
37 (I31 C.E.), 11. 9-IO uses an almost identical formula: 
Civ aLQceL TQtp.oc [xat a(&t4acLto' aitlic] Te xai TO) 
tehX6vTOp[v TEX]yvPY v6O[][q] e[XX1]vYLX( xadL EX[qi]y.X ) 

149 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), I67ff., for the 
Halakhic sources. In mKet. 4:4 it is said explicitly that 'the 
husband is obliged to feed his wife', but no date can be 
assigned to this ruling. 
150 However, three of the Murabba'at documents men- 

tion the maintenance of the wife after the husband's death: 
DJD I, No. 116, 1.9: 'Eav 6e 6 'AQv.eXoc tQo tqic 
CaXci(c t6v fi(ov O eta&.eXX L [TQ]a(wic/qat /'i Ca.Xoi) 
[x]ca a&4t)iLco(0[rc]ETaL ('And if Aurelius dies before Sal- 
ome, she will be fed and clothed'); DJD ii, No. 20, 1. Io: 
K,onm nimmn'she will be fed and clothed' i.e. after his death; 
DJD iI, No. 2I, 1. I5: 'and be nourished [from my posses- 
sions] all the days that you will [be in] the house of your 
widowhood' - ', n[,]a K[a]n' r,nn '>] [r]'n' [>o3:i n] nninm 
Nrni . Dr Ada Yardeni kindly allowed me to reproduce 
her new readings. 
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the children that she has and will have by him, sons or daughters, which she has or will have by 
him, will be fed and clothed from the property of the said Eleaios'.s15 

However, the combination of the maintenance formula and the expression 'as befits a 
wedded wife', is now found in Babatha's own Aramaic marriage contract (P.Yadin Io), 
11. 9-io: 'with appropriate food and conjugal rights(?) and clothes befitting a freeborn woman' 
- n"mn nm nan[K]m In=o IWn'm 't[nn?] p-r oY. It is striking to find here an echo of P.Eleph. I, 1.5 
(cited above) with 'freeborn' rather than 'wedded' wife.152 

It has been claimed that the maintenance clause was included in the Jewish ketubba 
tradition under the influence of Demotic marriage deeds.153 In view of the persistence of the 
formula in Greek marriage contracts from Egypt from the late fourth century B.C.E. onwards, 
there is no reason to exclude their influence as well. There is no other evidence for its inclusion 
in the Jewish marriage contract before the time of Babatha's ketubba, that is 122-125 C.E. 

(iii). The liability clause 

L1. I I-I 2: E. iL TOV or Eti 6tavTOV zjtaQ]Xovtcov (S TE t vv EX xait c av aV eTCxTTicIT1aL. No 
such clause, which earmarks the husband's entire property as security for his wife's mainten- 
ance, is found, as far as I know, in Greek marriage contracts from Egypt, where it is stated that 
the husband will provide for all that is necessary according to his means. No such entailment is 
meant by the phrase found inP.Tebt. I. 104, 11. I6-8 (= M.Chr. 285, 92 B.C.E.), and used to 
restore the text in others (e.g. P.Gen. 21 = M.Chr. 284, 11.2-3): 'Let Philiskos provide 
Apollonia with all the necessities, with clothing and with all other things as many as befit a 
wedded wife, both at home and abroad, according to the magnitude of their possessions', 154 

especially since later on it is stated that unless he does provide for her clothing and 
nourishment, as promised before, he will have to return the dowry immediately (11. 24-7). 
Nor, when the maintenance clause is explicitly included in it, does the rabbinic marriage 
contract place the husband's property in lien to it.155 The only exception - apart from our 
document and P.Yadin I8 and 37 - is the Jewish marriage contract of 4I7 C.E. from 
Antinoopolis, written in Aramaic and containing many Greek words transcribed in Hebrew 
letters, known as the Ketubba from K6oln, where the husband's possessions are said to 
guarantee the feeding and clothing of the wife.156 

The liability clause which entails the husband's entire property to guarantee the upkeep of 
the wife sets this marriage contract as well as P. Yadin i8 and 37 (and the much later Ketubba 
from Koln) apart from all other marriage contracts both Jewish and non-Jewish. The liability 
clause is used in Greek marriage contracts from Egypt simply to guarantee the return of the 
dowry in the event of a divorce or death. 157 It is also a standing feature of the Jewish ketubba 
where it guarantees the paying of the postponed bride-money (mohar, see below).158 

It is important to point out that the particular turn of phrase which extends the liability 
clause to cover not only the property possessed at the time of concluding the contract, but also 
property acquired after its conclusion - [JiTL TCv vJzaQ]jovtcov (ov Te v.v eX.L x.a' . v av 

itLXTTrcrTati -is not found in contracts from Egypt, but only in contracts from the Judaean 
151 at XaV? CV.(XO O 6VC o [c E[x]et X.I' o['uc av] cXf a&' 15s See Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), I67-78. 

catoi vio.c V i o vyaO@Qac QVc x;[ ... ] oec av c tx anr' 156 C. Sirat, P. Cauderlier, M. Dukan, and M. A. Fried- 
ai[T]o9 TQpact).covta xa' a.4)Lac0Jc[ov]TaVt x X[t[C]y man, La Ketouba de Cologne: Uncontratde mariagejuifa 
v[aQ]XO6vOT(ov TO, aUTO 'EX.a[]icp. Antinoopolis, Papyrologica Coloniensia 12 (i986), 

152 cf. the much later SB 4658 (Arsinoe, 323-642 C.E.), pp. 20-I, 11. 23-5; ro'nYi i'nmn rinD' l-inx rln1i; cf. pp. 13 
11. Io-i3: y6v xOcd yyvoV?0oa To(tog; fi[ta; EXEtV rcaQa- and 57f- 
oXevJoaLt actxov 4(tLXo0fvaL Tn [a']Toi9 yatTern MaQiq xati 157 e.g. P.Elph. i = M.Chr. 283 = Sel.Pap. i. i (3 I 
0aXnteLv ac/l'iv bg a`tL6[v ?otL]v -TOV ?XevFO0v yUvvaLXOv B.C.E), 11. 12-13; P.Tebt. 1052, 11. 19-22; P.Ryl. I54 (66 
('for whom we readily vouch that we are ready to make C.E.), 11. 33-5; P.Oxy. I273 (26o C.E.), 11. 35-6; P.Oxy. 
him beloved by his wife, Maria, and cherish her as befits 237 (i86 C.E.). In fact it is a standing feature of all bills of 
freeborn women'). debt, see H. Kuihnert, Zum Kreditgeschiift in den helle- 
153 M.J. Geller, 'New sources for the origin of the nistischen Papyri Agyptens bis Diokletian (Diss. Freiburg 

Rabbinic Ketubah', Hebrew Union College Annual 49 im Breisgau, I965), passim. 
(1978), 227-45 158 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. I8), 45Iff.; Koffmahn, op. 
154 [T]ja 6E 6EovTC t[d]vTa xaiL TOV [i[t]amcto6v xal T&.XXa cit. (n. 28), 68f. The phrasing is: 'All properties which I 

oca JtQOCTIxEL yUaxtL e yaqtEr tri a?cOo ILtkcxoc have are surety and guarantee for your ketubba' - 
'AnoXo6v(oav ?ev68ni(cv zal dato6anSutt)v xata 6'6vaot v v T 7nV manrD 1?K:ayi ?n , nnx rm i ?o: , tKet. 12.I; cf. mKet. 
UnaQXovTov ai'TOic. 4.7. 
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Desert, where we find it in marriage contracts in both Greek and Aramaic,159 as well as in 
contracts of sale or debt in both languages.160 In other words we find it only when the 
contracting parties are Jews.161 

(iv). Provisions for male and female children (11. 11-13) 

These lines which might have clarified many issues concerning the different rights of male 
and female children are unfortunately badly preserved. It is clear though that as a result of the 
prior death of one partner - probably the wife - the male children are to become heirs - 
probably of her dowry. It is not certain whether the wife's prior death is also the condition for 
the next stipulation, namely that female children will be nourished and clothed - presumably 
until they get married - or whether that stipulation is independent of it. It seems to be 
independent of it in the other documentary marriage contracts between Jews (see below).162 
These clauses are amongst 'the so-called court stipulations' ('Ir n,: 'Kln) of the Jewish 
ketubba,l63 i.e. 'tacit conditions, binding upon all, even if not written in a specific marriage 
contract'.164 The specific clauses, which distinguish between male and female children, are 
attested, until now, only in the Jewish ketubba tradition,165 and, as it seems, already in the 
early Mishnaic period. The phrase 'The sons inherit and the daughters are provided for' 
1m mnm nln,l Qw ,nn - (mKet. 4.6) is said there to have been expounded on by R. Eleazar b. 
Azaryah, a second generation Tannah (90-130), and thus must have existed for a while. We 
read in mKet. 4. I0-I I: 'If he had not written for her: "Male children which you will have by 
me shall inherit thy ketubba besides the portion which they received with their brethren", he is 
still liable [thereto], since this is a condition enjoined by the court. [If he had not written for 
her:] "Female children which you will have by me shall dwell in my house and receive 
maintenance from my goods until they marry husbands", he is still liable [thereto], since this is 
a condition enjoined by the court'.166 The distinction between the rights of sons and daughters 
is attested in different ways in all four marriage contracts from Wadi Murabba'at, in both 
Aramaic and Greek. However, these clauses are curiously absent from the two Greek marriage 
contracts of the Babatha Archive, P.Yadin i8 and 37. The order of the relevant clauses 
concerning provisions for the children in the case of the prior death of the wife, and sometimes 
without reference to it, in the four documents varies: (i) the heavily restored DJD ii, No. 20 
(Aramaic), 11. 7-9 seems to say that if the wife predeceases her husband the sons will inherit her 
bride-price (ketubba); the daughters will be provided for; (2) DJD ii, No. 2I (Aramaic), 
11. Io0-4: the daughters will stay in his house and be provided for; if the wife predeceases her 
husband, the sons will inherit her bride-price (ketubba) and whatever else belongs to her; (3) 
DJD II, No. I I 5 (Greek), 11. 8-14: the children will be provided for; if the husband dies first, 
the widow will be provided for; if the wife dies first, the sons will inherit [her dowry?]; (4) 
DJD ii, No. I I6 (Greek), 11. 4-6: the daughters will be provided for and given in marriage; if 
the wife dies first, the sons will inherit her dowry etc. In Babatha's Aramaic marriage contract, 
P. Yadin io, after a space of two lines, now almost completely obliterated, which may well have 
contained a reference to the prior death of the wife and the stipulation that her male children 

159 PYadin i8, 11. I6-I8 = 11. 51-4; 37, 11. Io-i, quoted rely on the detailed discussion in Friedman, op. cit. 
above ad 11. 9-10, in both as part of the guarantee of (n. i8), 356-91. 
upkeep. InDJD ii, No. I 

15,1. 17 it seems to be part of the 163 mKet. 4.6-12. 
guarantee of the return of the dowry: Ex TtOv iTaXO6[vTOv 164 Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), I5. Friedman maintains 
a6]xo [d)v 6]E ;Xet xal dv &v & [L]xXT[ 'CrTaL....'; DJD ii, there that 'some of them reflect similar marital obligations 
No. 20, 1. I2 (Aramaic). elsewhere in the ancient Near East'. 

160 p. Yadin i , 11. 0o-Is = 11. 25-7; 17, 11. 12-15 
- 165 Recently an Idumaean marriage contract, eleven lines 

11. 34-7; DJD in, No. I 
I4, 11. I9-2I (Greek); DJD ii long, from I76 B.C.E., written in Aramaic, was discovered 

No. I8, 1. 8; No. 26, 1. 6; No. 30,11. 23-4; M. Broshi and on fragments of a jar in Maresha (near Eleutheropolis). 
E. Qimron, 'A house sale deed from Kefar Baru from the The people involved are not Jewish as the Kos - the 
time of Bar Kokhba', IEJ 36 (I986), p. 206, 1. 6; J. T. Idumaean God - element in their names demonstrates. 
Milik, 'Deux documents inedits du desert de Juda', In 1. 6 male children seem to be singled out as heirs. Its 
Biblica 38 (I957), 259, 1. ii (Aramaic). publication, it is hoped, will illuminate for us the kind of 

161 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. I8), 452 and nn. 5-6 for environment in which the Jewish ketubba tradition 
this liability formula in the Jewish sources. evolved. I am very grateful to Professor Amos Kloner and 
162 The condition of the wife's prior death is also absent Mrs Esther Eshel for allowing me to refer to this exciting 

from mKet. 4.11 
I 

(cited in the text), which provides for the discovery. 
daughters' maintenance. In this as well as in what follows I 166 cf. mKet. I3.3. 
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will inherit her dowry, it is stipulated that the daughters will stay in the husband's house and be 
fed from his property until taken by husbands (11. I4-I5). 

It seems that the provision concerning male children as heirs to their mother's property 
had entered Jewish law under the influence of other Near Eastern traditions, where - unlike 
the situation under Jewish law - the wife's children were her heirs.167 The provision certainly 
contravenes the biblical law of inheritance which made the husband sole heir to his wife's 
property; upon his death all his sons, including those from another woman, would divide his 
property equally between them.168 Thus the provision for male sons to inherit their mother's 
dowry/or her bride-money was meant to protect male sons in polygamous marriages against 
the loss of part of their mother's property to sons of another woman. 169 This can be safely read 
in one of the Greek marriage contracts from the Judaean Desert: '[And if Salome dies before 
Aurelius], the sons that she will have from him will inherit her dowry and the things written 
above .... [in addition] to inheriting all of Aurelius' property together with their future 
brothers [from another woman]' (DJD ii, No. 16, 11. 4-8).170 

The stipulation that the daughters are to be fed and clothed may have replaced an earlier 
one which provided for all children to be fed and clothed from the father's property.171 This 
original situation is reflected in one of the marriage contracts from Murabba'at: 'And the 
children that she has and those that she may have from him will be fed and dressed from the 
property of the same Eleaios' (DJD ii, No. 15, 11. 8-io),172 as well as in the two marriage 
contracts from Arabia, both of which use an almost identical terminology: 'pursuant to his 
undertaking to feed and clothe both her and the children to come in accordance with Greek 
custom' (P.Yadin i8, 11. I6-17 = 11. 49-51; P.Yadin 37, 11. 9-Io).173 This is not the place to 
enter into the intricate explanation of the reasons for the change which limited the mainten- 
ance clause to daughters only. It may well have been a consequence of the introduction of the 
provision in favour of male sons vis-a-vis their mother's property. 

Notwithstanding the fragmentary condition of some of the documentary evidence we 
have surveyed here, one may detect a lack of uniformity regarding this clause in contempo- 
raneous documentary marriage contracts between Jews, which suggests that things were then 
still in a state of flux. 

IV. THE MARRIAGE CONTRACT AND THE RABBINIC KETUBBA174 

No model text of the rabbinic ketubba has been preserved in the Tannaitic sources,175 the 
Mishnah, the Tosefta, and the Barayta.176 The reconstruction of the rabbinic ketubba has 
been based on various comments on the ketubba in the Tannaitic sources and on later Jewish 
marriage contracts (ketubbot).177 The discovery of documentary marriage contracts between 
Jews in both Aramaic and Greek, contemporary with the scholarly activity reflected in the 
rabbinic sources, raises the question whether or not they reflect the rabbinic rules as found in 
the Tannaitic sources and later ketubbot. In other words did there exist a rabbinic ketubba at 
the time whose form and content were recognized as prescriptive? Do the documentary 
marriage contracts from the Judaean Desert manifest the uniformity that the existence of a 
normative form of ketubba would lead us to expect? 

167 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. 18), 38off. and nn. 5-6 on 173 The Greek texts are cited above in n. I48. 
p. 38i. 174 Although we disagree on many points, this discussion 

168 Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), 382. has gained immensely from Professor Jonas Greenfield's 
169 See Z. Falk, 'The inheritance of the daughter and the incisive criticism. 

widow in the Bible and the Talmud', Tarbiz 23 (1952), 175 'Aramaic tanna: "to repeat, learn"'; tannaim: 'the 
9-15 (Hebrew). masters of teaching transmitted by continual oral repeti- 

170 [Eav 6E T CaX^,( 7t(QO TOV Ai@qXiov] TOv PLOV 4[E]T]a- tion', Strack-Stemberger, op. cit. (n. 43), 7. The Tan- 
Xd~EL v[o[iV]c ovg avv eei at' &. avCx.[oi ... XTQ0OVOfifCOvcLV] naim were active in the first two and half centuries of our 
TiV E)gQvqlv .al TX a aQ[oye]yQaL.e.ya [c.40 letters era. 
missinigj T*C xoV A@Q. i ov o0[c]iac. 3tca[v xX]qQovoiav 176 On the Jewish sources, see Appendix ii. 
.e0' d)v Vay F'tocv a[b]EXq)()v. 177 The ketubbot from the Cairo Geniza are now conven- 
171 Friedman, op. cit. (n. 18), 369. iently collected in the second volume of M. A. Friedman, 
172 xail Txvwv avrTIc oviS E[]EXI xai o tOc av] cxfi &n' acIo Jewish Marriage in Palestine (1981): the earliest are from 

v[oiVc OvuyaTEQac oQc EX [c. 28 letters missing] oOc av cx,I the tenth century C.E. 
dat av]X]o0v ta TQ'EcovTaL Xi a'l<ULac6c[ov]TaL Ex T[d)]v 
v[a]X6vrT(ov TC) aco r) 'EXea[ i](: 



Now there is no doubt at all that the marriage contract published here is between Jews 
who lived, as we have seen, in Judaea on the eve of the outbreak of the Bar Kokhba Revolt. 
Nevertheless it must be stated at once that this is not a Jewish document, if by that we mean the 
presence of explicit formulae which would put it in a Jewish framework and which would 
impose on it the sanction of Jewish law,178 such as we find in the opening lines of two of the 
contemporary Aramaic marriage contracts. Thus in DJD 11, No. 20 (I 17 C.E.?) the groom 
declares: '[you] will be my wife according to the law of M[oses and the Jews]' - 
[Km,n; niwa fl r, nnK ' Kinn INKx] - and in P.Yadin o1 (I22-I25 C.E.), 1. 5 Judah son of 
Eleazar, Babatha's second husband, declares that he is taking her 'for a wife [according to the 
la]w of Moses and the Jews' - n'K' ,in f,pT n,'T lK.179 

No such statement is made in our papyrus. There is no room to insert it where it should 
traditionally have appeared, even if we allow for some fluidity.'80 It is not as though the 
formula could not be expressed in Greek. Moreover, the formula is not absent from our 
contract only, but also from the other marriage contracts between Jews written in Greek. No 
trace of it can be found inDJD ii, No. I 15 or inP.Yadin I8 and 37. The claim that the Greek 
phrase xaTa& Toiuc VO6IOUC inP.Yadin I8, 1. 7 = 1. 39181 replaces the traditional Jewish formula 
cited above is, of course, unfounded.182 This most 'conventional Greek phrase' means there no 
more than what it says. 83 In papyri from Egypt the phrase cvcitvca yUvaLtxi xata Troc v6tovc 
means to live with her lawfully, even when there is no marriage contract.184 

It is not only the absence of the identifying formula 'according to the law of Moses and the 
Jews' from marriage contracts between Jews written in Greek which makes it impossible to 
describe them as Jewish documents. They embody and reflect an essentially different marriage 
settlement from that which is reflected and embodied in the Jewish marriage contract written 
in Aramaic. The essence of the Jewish marriage contract is the sum of money that the groom 
undertakes to pay for the bride, the bride-price, mohar (nnm) as it is called in Hebrew. As one 
writer puts it: 'the legality of a marriage is dependent on the payment of bride-money'.185 With 
time the mohar was transformed from an immediate payment (to the wife's father) into an 
'endowment pledge, a divorce payment',186 due to the wife upon the dissolution of the 
marriage, and was written as such into the marriage contract, the ketubba. The traditional and 
almost universally accepted view is that the process reached its conclusion when Simeon b. 
Shetah (first century B.C.E.) put a clause in the ketubba that the husband's entire property is 
liable for the payment of the mohar.l87 Be this as it may, in Babatha's Aramaic marriage 
contract we have the earliest documentary evidence'88 for the mohar being conceived as a 
standing debt: P.Yadin o1 (122-125 C.E.), 1. 6: 'And I owe you (>'? 7n Q,pl) four hundred 
zuzim (drachmae) which equal one hundred Tyrian (tetradrachmae)', which are to be paid by 
the heirs after the husband's death (1. i6). The central position of the bride-price, mohar, is 
well illustrated by the fact that the term ketubba stands both for the written contract, 189 and 

178 Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), I63-4. 
179 Jonas Greenfield translates the word T[inli] 'Juda- 

eans' rather than 'Jews'. 'According to the law of Moses 
and the Jews' is the earlier formula: it was later replaced by 
'according to the law of Moses and Israel', see Friedman, 
op. cit. (n. i8), I62ff.; cf. D. Flusser and Sh. Safrai, 'In 
the image of the form of his likeness (irnin nmn-r O's)', Isac 
Leo Seeligman Volume 11 (i983), 453-6 (Hebrew). This 
alone should render suspect the story in tKet. 4.9 of Hillel 
the Elder, first century B.c.E.(?), and the Alexandrian 
ketubbot in which there occurred the words 'according to 
the law of Moses and Israel'. P.Ent. 23 = CPJ No. 128 
(218 B.C.E.), 1. 2 is heavily restored to yield [xaTa tov 
v6OLov z]O.LTLtXOV TrOV ['Iov]b6aCov ?XELV [?t yvv[aixa; the 
editor of CPJ is rightly sceptical about the possible deduc- 
tions to be drawn from such a poorly preserved text, since 
'no trace of any mention of Jewish law concerning marri- 
age can be found in the remaining parts of the papyrus'; 
moreover, this will be 'the only instance in the Greek 
papyri of Jewish national law being applied to the legal life 
of members of the Jewish community', p. 238; cf. CPI I 
(Prolegomena), 33-4; see also ii, 4-5; cf. Cotton, op. cit. 
(n. 9), 105. It is regrettable that those who cite the 
papyrus fail to point out that this is a heavily restored text, 
e.g. Z. Falk, Introduction to Jewish Law of the Second 
Commonwealth II (I978), 286. 

180 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. I8), 155-67. 

181 The full context is: .e[e6]oT[o 'Io'68.a]c 'EXeaSda ov 
... ]6Ea4Lp[t]YTinY T.v t6iav 0vyactEQav a'vo0 1aCQ0eov 
'IoCm 'TL E3taLtXXaouEv K(3etQ ... evat TTV 
E.atipIO)v[qv] 'IobaTtL Ki(4t3eQ yuvatxav yaCwTeiqv T.QOS 

ya6[ov x[ol]vc)viav xara TOi; vo6tovg. 
182 So Katzoff, op. cit. (n. I39, I987), 24I; he retracted 

later: 'Papyrus Yadin i8 again: A rejoinder', JQR 82 
(I991), I73- 
183 See Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), 113. 
184 See Wolff, op. cit. (n. 139), Addenda, p. vi (P.Cair. 

10388, . 5); 28-9, n. 96 (P.Grenf. 2I, I26 B..E. = M.Chr. 
302, 11.4 and 13, and see Mitteis there, p. 34I, n. i); 54, 
n. I92a; 67, n. 238 (BGU I. 232 (io8 C.E.), 1.2ff.: 
6[O[okoy?] 'AnokkdOVloc ... Tn nQoou6c xt[at cuv]oiCcn 
CaoUT xaXa tovc v6OLOUC yvva)x); cf. J. Modrzejewski, 'Le 
regle de droit dans l'Egypt ptolemaique', Essays in Honor 
of C. Bradford Welles, Am.Stud. in Pap. I (1966), 154. 185 Friedman, op. cit. (n. 18), 239. 

186 ibid., 258. 
187 ibid., 257 ff. and n. 71 for the sources; Geller, op. cit. 

(n. I53), 227ff.; cf. L. J. Archer, Her Price is Beyond 
Rubies: The Jewish Woman in Graeco-Roman Palestine, 
(1990), I59-63. 
188 DJD II, Nos 20 and 21 are too fragmentary to be used 

safely in evidence here. 
189 This is its literal meaning. 
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for the bride-price, mohar. 190 In fact the term mohar does not appear in the Aramaic marriage 
contracts from the Judaean Desert: ketubba does.191 It is clear, though, that bride-price in 
Jewish marriage resembles what the anthropoligists call 'indirect dowry'.192 But the direction 
of the mohar is unmistakably the same as that of the pure bride-price: from groom to bride. 

Four out of the five Greek marriage contracts under discussion here193 reflect an 
altogether different social practice: they are acknowledgements of dowries brought in by the 
bride or her relatives: 
(i) DJD 11, No. I 5, 11. 4-6: 'The same Eleaios son of Simon agrees to be reconciled and take 
again'94 Salome daughter of Johannes Galgoula as wedded wife with a dowry of 200 drachmae 
which equal 50 Tyrians, which sum of money he acknowledges to have been paid to him . . . 
the above written two hundred drachmae, on account of her dowry, by Salome daughter of 
Johannes Galgoula'. The words 'acknowledges' (Cd)xok6[rY]cev), 'to have been paid' 
(@6QLt0[FicOal),195 and 'by Salome' (nagQa CaXctqc) should leave us in no doubt as to the 
direction of the money: from the bride to the groom.196 
(2) InP.Yadin i8 the direction of the goods from bride to groom is described twice, once from 
the point of view of the bride's father: 'Judah son of Eleazar ... gave over Selamzion, his very 
own daughter... to Judah surnamed Cimber ... to be a wedded wife ... she bringing to him 
on account of dowry (3rgoc()EQoetOvvV auto Eic XOyov ogoo )o@ac) feminine adornment in 
silver and gold and clothing appraised ... to be worth two hundred denarii' (11. 3-o = 
11. 32-43); and then from the point of view of the groom: 'which appraised value [of 200 

denarii] the bridegroom Judah called Cimber acknowledged (([LtoX6Yqcev) that he had 
received from Shelamzion, his wife (a&zet'eLX]()vait 3aQa T/c alrzuc CeXaopLtoD;g yUvalxoc 
a'Uto'), by hand forthwith from Judah her father and that he owes (6()eiXLv) to Selamzion, 
his wife' (11. Io-I3 = 11. 43-6). 
(3) In P.Yadin 37 the transaction is also seen from both points of view, but only that of the 
groom has survived in an intelligible form: '[and the bridegroom, the] said Jesus, has 
acknowledged (,4[tokoy?icato) that he has received from her ([a&]cX3c[?]vaL tae' a.'cTfc) ... 
feminine adornment in silver and gold and clothing and other feminine articles equivalent in 
appraised value to the [stated sum of] money' (11. 7-9).97 
(4) The reconstruction of 11. 4-9 of our document in the commentary reveals the same double 
presentation of goods passing from bride to groom, and being acknowledged by him. 

Since in all these texts it is the dowry and not mohar which is being acknowledged, it 
seems to me idle to dwell on the fact that the sum of two hundred denarii in P.Yadin 18 and 
DJD ii, No. II15 tallies with the minimum mohar stipulated in the Jewish sources as the 

190 Mohar means ketubba - nam KOK nlln I' K - Mek- 
hilta de R. Ishmael 308 (ed. Horovitz-Rabin); yKet. 3.5, 
27d. Mekhilta 'is the Aramaic equivalent of Hebrew 
midda or kelal, "rule, norm" ... the derivation of 
halakhah ['law'] from Scripture according to certain 
rules', Strack-Stemberger, op. cit. (n. 43), 275. TheMek- 
hilta d'R. Ishmael is a commentary on some chapters of 
Exodus 'with a core going back to the school of R. Ishmael' 
(middle of the second century), although its final redac- 
tion took place 'in the second half of the third century', 
Strack-Stemberger, 278-79. 
191 P.Yadin Io, 1. I5; DJD in, No. 21, 1. Io - in both it 

says 'the money of your ketubba' (n:nr plo3). 
192 See e.g. Jack Goody, 'Bridewealth and dowry in 

Africa and Eurasia', in J. Goody and S. J. Tambiah (eds), 
Bridewealth and Dowry, Cambridge Papers in Social 
Anthropology (1973), I-2; cf. G. Clark, Women in Late 
Antiquity (I993), I5-17. Such indirect dowry is found in 
the Elephantine papyri from the fifth century B.C.E.: in 
both A. E. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century 
B.C. (1923), No. 15 and E.J. Kraeling, The Brooklyn 
Museum Aramaic Papyri: New Documents of the Fifth 
Century B.C. from the Jewish Colony at Elephantine 
(I953), No. 7 the bride-price is included in the dowry 
which the bride brings with her; see n. 200 below. 
193 DJD ii, No. I 5, P.Yadin i8 and 37, and the present 

document; not enough is left of the first part of DJD ix, 
No. 1x6 to allow any inferences to be made about its 
content. 

194 The expression E a3vaveoce(oc xaoTacX6dta x[ai] 

3tQockafc3ecaL may well be an echo of the formula 
inof3i ini ('he reconciled her') attested in later remarriage 
ketubbot, see Friedman, op. cit. (n. I77), I, 156, n. 3. 

195 See Kiihnert, op. cit. (n. 157), I45 for the use of the 
verb rQiL0fcccOa in loans. 

196 This is a contract of remarriage; nevertheless the 
groom acknowledges a fresh dowry, as in BGU IIox, 
11. 6-9 (a remarriage contract from 13 B.C.E.); cf. P.Oxy. 
I473, a remarriage contract from zoi c.E., where there 
does not seem to be a fresh dowry (see the editor's 
introduction). For Jewish deeds of remarriage 
('inwmi nK ,imnni'he who remarries his ex-wife'), see Fried- 
man, op. cit. (n. I77), ix, I55ff., No. 13 and A. Gulak, A 
Collection of Legal Deeds used in Israel (Otsar Ha- 
Shtarot) (1926), p. 42, No. 37 (Hebrew). 

197 Note that this contract must have followed upon an 
unwritten marriage (yiQaYaoc ydtLoc); see Wolff, op. cit. 
(n. I39), passim; and the valuable paper by J. 
Modrzejewski, 'Note surP.Strasb. 237: une contribution 
au probleme de l'dyQaqoc ydatoc et eyygQa)oc ydtoc', Eos 
48 (1956) (= Symbolae Raphaeli Taubenschlag Dedi- 
catae 3 (I957), I37-54. There is no reason to believe that 
Salome was a minor and an orphan who 'in keeping with a 
Jewish practice of the time' moved in with her husband 
after betrothal (Lewis ad P.Yadin 37, p. 130): see now, 
T. Ilan, 'Premarital cohabitation in ancient Judaea: the 
evidence of the Babatha Archive and the Mishnah 
(Ketubbot :4)', HThR 86 (I993), 247-64. It is of course 
inaccurate to describe the iyQca(oc ydxtoc which preceded 
P.Yadin 37 as 'premarital cohabitation'. 

G 
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bride-price of a virgin; it is merely a coincidence, as demonstrated by the five hundred 
denarii of our document and the ninety six denarii of P.Yadin 37. It is impossible to identify 
the three hundred denarii which the husband, Judah Cimber, adds to his wife's dowry 
(P.Yadin i8, 11. 13-14 = 11.46-7) as the Jewish 'addition to the ketubba' (in:m nmoin),198 
since the first two hundred were not ketubba but dowry brought in by the bride. If anything 
they are donatio ante nuptias in dotem redacta. 99 

I do not claim that dowry and bride-price are mutually exclusive social institutions.200 
Jewish women were provided with dowries; fifty zuzim were set as the minimum with which 
a daughter should be provided (mKet. 6.5; tKet. 6.4).201 Conversely, we find bride-price in 
Greek marriage contracts from Egypt.202 It is still necessary, I believe, to point out the 
different focal points in Jewish as against Greek marriage contracts. It is intriguing to 
discover that people who belong to the same social circles, indeed to the same families, 
practice both social institutions, that of dowry on the one hand and that of bride-price on the 
other, according to whether the document was written in Greek or in Aramaic. In fact we 
find the same person writing both kinds of deeds: Judah son of Eleazar writes with his own 
hand an Aramaic ketubba (P.Yadin Io), in which he takes Babatha for his wife in 122-25 C.E. 

Some years later, in I28 C.E., he gives away his daughter, Shelamzion, in marriage to Judah 
Cimber in a document that cannot be described by any stretch of the imagination as a Jewish 
ketubba (P.Yadin i8). These Jews felt free to use legal forms which went together with the 
use of the Greek language. They did not seem to be conscious of the existence of a 
prescriptive form for the writing of their marriage contracts.203 This is not to deny what the 
contemporary marriage contracts in Aramaic reveal to us, namely that the rabbinic marriage 
contract had by then developed its own special form; but it had not yet become 
normative.204 

It seems reasonable to assume that Jews used one language rather than the other because 
of their wish to have their marriage contracts enforceable either in a Jewish or in a gentile 
court.205 Furthermore, unless we assume that the use of Greek necessarily implies the 
absence of Jewish courts in Mahoza, Aristoboulias, and Bethbassi (as well as in the districts 
to which they belonged, namely Zo'ara, Zephene, and Herodium respectively),206 we may 
account for the use of Greek as an attempt on the part of the Jews to leave their options open: 
with their marriage contracts written in Greek they could go to the court of their choice, 
Jewish or gentile - perhaps that of the governor, as Babatha seemed to have desired 
throughout her career.207 Alternatively, the employment of Greek might have been more 
than a matter of personal preference. The liability clause, which entailed the husband's 
entire property to guarantee the upkeep of the wife and the return of the dowry in case of 
death or divorce, might have made it desirable - if not obligatory - to deposit the contracts 

198 Pace Katzoff, op. cit. (n. I39, 1987), 242 and n. 35. 
Note also that the sum of money inDJD nI, No. I 15,1. 6 is 
not certain, see text above at n. 66. 
199 See Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), 114. 200 A. M. Snodgrass, 'A historical Homeric Society?' 

JHS 96 (1976), I 4-25, uses the co-existence of these two 
institutions in the Homeric poems to dispute their histori- 
city, but he does allow for the possibility of co-existence in 
certain circumstances. Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), 
127-8, n. 9, gives the example of Cowley, op. cit. 
(n. 192), No. 15 for several marriage institutions conflated 
in the same document: bride-price to the bride's father, 
gift to the bride herself and dowry received by groom; see 
above, n. I92. 

201 Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), 288-3I I. And see P.Yadin 
i8 for the addition of 300 denarii. 
202 cf. F. de Visscher, 'Document sur la donatio ante 

nuptias', Chr. d'Eg. 37 (944), 101-7, on P.Mich. 434, 
early second century c.E.; L. Mitteis, Reichsrecht und 
Volksrecht (1891), 256-312. 
203 cf. Cotton, op. cit. (n. 9), Io5-6 on the total absence 

from the Babatha Archive of any awareness of the exist- 
ence of the rabbinic law on guardianship. To say that there 
could have existed a parallel Aramaic ketubba (see Green- 
field apud Isaac, op. cit. (n. 104), 72 and n. 35) is to 
assume that such prescription did exist. N. Lewis for 

different reasons strongly denies that there could have 
existed a parallel Aramaic ketubba in the case of P.Yadin 
i8, 'The World of P.Yadin', BASP 28 (I99I), 39f. 
204 The case of a bill of divorce may well have been 

different because of the fundamental distinction between 
the two instruments: a bill of divorce creates in itself 
(constitutes) a new legal situation, whereas the marriage 
contract merely records (declares) financial transactions 
and sometimes mutual obligations. Perhaps this is why no 
Jewish bills of divorce written in Greek have so far been 
found, although even a bill of divorce could have been 
written in Greek: see mGittin ('divorce certificates'), 9.8; 
cf. Wasserstein, op. cit. (n. 67), 125, n. 86. So far only one 
bill of divorce in Aramaic, DJD II, No. 19, and one 
quittance in Aramaic, P.Se'elim 13 (n. 27) have been 
found. It is also true that divorce takes place less often 
than marriage. 
205 See Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), (472-80), on the 

formula attested in late ketubbot 'valid wherever 
produced'. 

206 On Jewish courts in villages and towns in Palestine see 
Schfirer-Vermes-Millar, op. cit. (n. 5I), i84ff.; 
M. Goodman, State and Society in Roman Galilee, A.D. 
132-212 (1983), 155ff. Perhaps those that existed had 
very limited jurisdiction. 
207 cf. Cotton, op. cit. (n. 9), 106-7. 
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in the city archives.208 Such a procedure is known from Egypt, where wives were ordered in 
the prefects' edicts cited in the celebrated petition of Dionysia (P.Oxy. II. 237, col. vIII, 
11. 21-43; see also P.Mert. III. Ixo) to deposit a copy of their marriage contract in the same 
public archives in which their husbands' properties were registered in order to warn 
prospective buyers that these properties were entailed.209 We can only speculate that the 
deposit of copies in the city archives called for the use of Greek rather than Aramaic. 

It is argued here that the marriage contract published - like other Greek marriage 
contracts between Jews - is not a Greek translation of an Aramaic ketubba.210 It is an 
independent legal instrument with a spirit of its own: not only the Greek language but the 
entire ethos and diplomatics of the Greek marriage contract have been adopted by the 
contracting parties, as is made clear by the parallels drawn throughout the commentaries to 
marriage contracts from Egypt.211 Furthermore, there is nothing specifically Jewish about this 
marriage contract apart from the clauses concerning the distinction between male and female 
children, for which until now no parallels from the environment have been found (but note the 
newly discovered Idumaean marriage contract mentioned in n. I65). These clauses seem to be 
closely connected to the Jewish law of succession and inheritance. Unlike the legal practices 
governing marriage and the writing of marriage contracts, the Jewish rules of succession and 
inheritance might have been felt to be binding. 

It is quite true that some of the clauses found in the Greek marriage contracts discussed 
here have Halakhic parallels (i.e. attested in Tannaitic sources), as has been seen in the 
commentary. Nevertheless, it would be methodologically unsound to claim that because the 
documents reflect Halakhic rules, familiar to us from Tannaitic literature, these rules should 
be described as Jewish. The fact that there are many points of resemblance between Greek 
marriage contracts from Judaea and Arabia and contemporary marriage contracts from Egypt 
suggests that the traditions which came to be crystallized in the final redaction of the Mishnah 
by the end of the second century were not uniquely Jewish. It is not so much that our 
documents reflect the Halakhah, but rather that the Halakhah was not created in vacuo: it 
reflects mixed local traditions which were later absorbed into Judaism.212 Once they received 
Halakhic sanction, they could be described as Jewish, but not before. We are still in the period 
of flux.213 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

APPENDIX I. THE JEWS OF ARABIA 

The Jews of Arabia disregarded the provincial boundaries in their residence, marriages, property 
holdings, and even in their litigation. 
Residence: note the frequent occurrence in the archive of the expression 'an 'En-Gedian residing here', 
meaning Mahoza, e.g. P.Yadin I8, 11.5-6 = 11.36-7; or 'an 'En-Gedian residing in Mahoza', e.g. 
P.Yadin 19, 11. iI-i2. 

Marriages: Judah son of Eleazar from En-Gedi marries Babatha from Mahoza (P.Yadin 10), where he 
too resides (e.g. P.Yadin I7, 11.5-6 = 1.24); his first wife, Miriam, continues to live in En-Gedi 
(P.Yadin 26); his daughter from his first wife, Shelamzion, marries an En-Gedian, like herself, but both 
reside in Mahoza (P.Yadin i8. 11. 5-6 = 11. 36-7); Salome daughter of Levi (n. 23) lives in Mahoza 
(XHevISe Gr. i) but marries Jesus son of Menahem from the village of Soffathe, in the district of the city 
of Livias in the Peraea (P.Yadin 37, 11. 3-4). The Peraea, although east of the Jordan river, belonged to 
the province of Judaea, see Schiirer-Vermes-Millar, op. cit. (n. 51), I2-13. Isaac, op. cit. (n. 104), 69, is 

208 It is hard to believe, though, that there might have 210 contra Friedman, op. cit. (n. i8), 8. 
been a general rule which made it obligatory to deposit 211 The argument that a marriage contract written in 
contracts and deeds in the city archives in order to make Greek was valid in a Jewish court is irrelevant: it does not 
them valid, see Mitteis, op. cit. (n. 202), i73ff.; A. Gulak, make it a Jewish document, as Katzoff, op. cit. (n. I39, 
Towards a Study of the History of Jewish Law in the I99I), I76 seems to imply. 
Talmudic Period I (1929), 54ff. (Hebrew); cf. G. Alon, 212 Goodman, op. cit. (n.206), 13; i59ff. Seethepene- 
The Jews in their Land in the Talmudic Age (70-640 trating remarks of Wasserstein in the conclusion of his 
C.E.), ii (I984), 553-7. paper onP.Yadin i8, op. cit. (n. 67), 121-30. 

209 cf. Cotton, 'Rent or tax receipt from Mahoza', ZPE 213 See R. Yaron, 'The Mesadah bill of divorce', Studi in 
100 (I994), nn. I4-I5 onP.Yadin 24, 11.4-6: xyeYoPaTo onore diE. Volterra vi (i971), 438: 454-5. 
'Iovbac ... nz' 6v6oaT6c cou ev Tfl a&n[o]yQaof. 
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surely right to restore: Tqc IH[ecaiac at the end of 'Iooog Mavaitov i TCO[v OixovTco v ()V x d]t 
o(orf)fa0E[.]... tei Jo6Xltv ALormd6og Tfg c.[ despite Lewis ad loc. 

Property holding: Judah son of Eleazar owned property in 'En-Gedi which he gives to his daughter who 
resides in Mahoza (P.Yadin 19); he also owned orchards in Mahoza; these orchards are claimed by the 
late Judah's nephews before the governor of Arabia (P.Yadin 23-5). 
Litigation: in P.Yadin 26 Miriam, who is an 'En-Gedian, and Babatha from Mahoza sue each other 
before the governor of Arabia over their late common husband's possessions (ta v0n&QXovta) which, as 
we have seen, he owned in both provinces; one expects the governor's jurisdiction not to be valid 
anywhere except in his own province. See B. Isaac, The Limits of Empire: the Roman Army in the East 
(1990), 396-7, on provincial borders. 

APPENDIX II. A NOTE ON THE JEWISH SOURCES 

In the course of the commentaries I draw heavily on Jewish sources, some of which may be 
unfamiliar to readers of the Journal. It may, therefore, be helpful to add a few words of explanation as 
well as an indication of the method of citation. 

The Mishnah is the authoritative collection of religious law which had been formulated in the 
rabbinic schools in Palestine for several centuries until its final redaction by Judah the Prince (R. 
Yehudah ha-Nasi) c. 200 C.E. It is written in what is commonly called Mishnaic Hebrew: see H. L. 
Strack and G. Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash (I99I), i 1-66. The Tosefta - 
'addition, supplement'- is a collection of rabbinic teachings and sayings outside the Mishnah but from 
approximately the same period. It is much more extensive than the Mishnah; the relationship between 
the two is still far from clear. Both the Mishnah and the Tosefta as we now have them consist of six main 
divisions or orders (sedarim), each of which consists of tractates, subdivided into chapters and 
paragraphs. The method of citation is by work (m or t), tractate, chapter and paragraph, but the 'order' is 
omitted. The Talmuds are later commentaries on Mishnaic material. The two Talmuds are also cited by 
work (y for Yerushalmi, i.e. the Palestinian Talmud and b for the Babylonian Talmud), and respective 
Mishnaic tractate. In the Babylonian Talmud tractate is followed by page-number, with the front and 
back of each leaf counted as a and b; in the Palestinian Talmud (the Venice edition) the tractate is 
followed by page-number; each page has four columns (a-d). The Barayta - 'lit. the "outside" teaching 
(short for Aramaic matnita baraita)' 'designates all Tannaitic teachings and sayings outside the 
Mishnah', Strack-Stemberger, 195. The term usually refers to Tannaitic teachings quoted verbatim and 
commented on in the Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds. 
N.B. Because of the lack of a single authoritative and accepted scheme for transliteration of Hebrew and 
Aramaic into Latin script, and also because of citations from a variety of secondary sources, there will 
appear to be some slight inconsistences in the transcription of Aramaic and Hebrew. 
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